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【Abstract】 

 
On Feb. 10, 2012, Fang Zhouzi published an article entitled A Dispute Caused by a Parasite in 
Xinhua Daily Telegraph, trying to “scientifically” depict Han Han as a liar by citing “many 
physicians,” and attempting to “historically” decorate himself as a science hero by telling the 
historical story of identifying the cause of scabies. It turns out that Fang’s article was stolen 
from a paper published in 1998 by a Brazilian dermatologist, and along with stealing the 
story, Fang copied numerous historical factual mistakes, among which the biggest one is 
that the discovery made by Italian physician Bonomo and naturalist Cestoni in 1687 was 
forgotten for about 150 years before it was rediscovered in the 19th century. In this part of 
the Open Letter to Nature, evidences are present to set the historical record straight, and 
demonstrate Fang’s shameless and malicious plagiarism. 
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As mentioned in the previous part of the Open Letter to Nature[1], Fang’s attempt to deprive Han 
Han’s authorship of his essay, Seeing a Doctor, failed miserably. On the contrary, and as the 
consequence, the fraudulent and evil tactics Fang had been using against his targets up to that time, 
as well as his own dirty plagiarist history, became known to more and more people. To salvage 
himself from the disaster, Fang plotted and implemented a series of actions, and one of them was an 
article he published in his weekly column in Xinhua Daily Telegraph, entitled A Dispute Caused by a 
Parasite. Here is its abstract: 
 

“Scabies is caused by scabies bug which parasitizes in human body, the scabies bug drills 
into the skin, making tunnels while walking inside, and laying eggs, which induces allergic 
reactions, resulting in skin rash and itching. Bonomo has been considered in the medical 
history the first person who ever identified the pathogen of a disease, and by that time, 
more than 150 years had passed since his great discovery.”[2] 

 
And here is his opening paragraph: 
 

“In recent days, because of the controversy about whether Han Han’s articles were 
ghostwritten, an infectious skin disease became well-known on Weibo and forums on the 
internet. It is said that one of the essays Han Han submitted to the inaugural New Concept 
Writing Competition, Seeing a Doctor, was based on his personal experience with seeing a 
doctor for the treatment of the scabies he got in his school. However, after reading the essay, 
many physicians unanimously believe that the symptom described in the essay is not 
scabies. Scabies is caused by scabies bug which parasitizes in human body, the scabies bug 
drills into the skin, making tunnels while walking inside, and laying eggs, which induces 
allergic reactions, resulting in skin rash and itching. The itching caused by scabies is limited 
to special areas such as hands, wrists, abdomen, genitals, and there will be skin damages in 
the itching areas,  including rashes, small blisters, or scabs. Therefore, it is very easy to 
pinpoint where the itching is located, rather than like what was described in the essay that 
the patient was unable to tell his doctor where the itching was, and once the itching started, 
it occurred everywhere. The skin itch described in Seeing a Doctor is caused by other factors, 
such as hepatitis.” (See the appended table at the end of the article for the original Chinese. 
Hereinafter the same.) 
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The mouthpiece of the mouthpiece 

The screenshot of the top portion of Fang’s malicious and fraudulent article, A Dispute Caused by a Parasite, on 
xinhuanet.com, the official website of the Xinhua News Agency. 

 
Of course Fang was lying: till this day, more than three years later, Fang is still unable to reveal the 
identity of a single one of his “many physicians.” On the contrary, it has been demonstrated[1] that 
some of his so called “physicians” are genuine quacks; and Fang’s assertions that “the itching caused 
by scabies is limited to special areas,” and “it is very easy to pinpoint where the itching is located,” 
were based purely on his ignorance and evilness. 
 
Admittedly, the abstract and the first paragraph were the only places where Fang mentioned Han 
Han and talked about his “dispute” with Han Han. Fang used the rest part of the article to tell the 
history of identifying the cause of scabies, trying to illustrate his final point: 
 

“It is very difficult to change people’s traditional thinking. Even such a simple scientific 
discovery needed such a long time to be recognized, let alone the more complicated 
controversies.” 

 
Fang’s true intention for writing the article was exposed by a blogger, Mr. Wang Yamin (汪亚民), 
one week after Fang posted the article on his Weibo. Mr. Wang’s article is entitled There Are Two 

http://weibo.com/wangyamin
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Kinds of Sciences: One is Science, the other is Fang’s Science, and here are the key paragraphs in the 
article: 
 

“Fang Zhouzi has published a ‘science popularization’ article in Xinhua Daily Telegraph, A 
Dispute Caused by a Parasite. I have read and analyzed the ‘science popularization’ article 
carefully, and found that the article actually has little to do with science popularization. 
Doing science popularization is Fang’s disguise; what he really does is to fabricate evidence 
in the name of ‘science popularization.’ His real purpose [for writing the article] is to 
demonstrate his unreliable and unconvincing argument that Han Han’s Seeing a Doctor was 
ghostwritten.”[3] 

 
“On the surface, Fang’s so called ‘science popularization’ article, which contains about 1,800 
characters, introduces the disease of scabies and the history of the discovery of its causing 
agent; however, it is not difficult for a careful reader to discover that the article has two 
focal points: the first one is to demonstrate, via the so called ‘science popularization,’ that 
the systemic itching symptom Han Han described in Seeing a Doctor was not caused by 
scabies, but by hepatitis.”[4] 

 
“The second focal point is to attempt to demonstrate, by digging into the history of science 
and technology and by using the historical facts that it is very difficult to change people’s 
stereotype, that it will take a long time for people to accept his questioning of Han Han. In 
other words, Fang is trying to build a refuge of ‘science’ for his failed attempt to topple Han 
Han; and his first step is to dress himself up as the representative of science and the 
incarnation of Mr. Always Right.”[5] 

 

 
Alternative Science 

Many Chinese people have already realized that the “science” Fang Zhouzi has been “standing up for” is not 
the science as defined by dictionaries and acknowledged by the scientific community in the world; rather, it is 

a malpractice called “Fang’s science.” The above image is the screenshot of the title portion of Mr. Wang 
Yamin’s blog article on sina.com: There Are Two Kinds of Sciences: One is Science, the other is Fang’s Science. 

 
The fact is, most, if not all, of Fang’s scifool articles have been written for the two purposes and the 
two purposes only: promote his hidden agenda, and attack his personal enemies. Also, as having 
been demonstrated repeatedly before, the majority of Fang’s scifool articles are plagiarism. And this 
article of Fang’s is no exception at all: besides using a public platform to advance his private and 
malicious desire to assassinate Han Han’s character, and besides doing evil in the name of science 
popularization, Fang wrote the entire article, barring the first and last paragraphs, by stealing. 
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Unfortunately, what Fang stole seems to be a secondhand also, therefore Fang’s article is full of 
factual yet stupid mistakes.  
 
So, what kind of mistakes Fang made in his article? How did he make these mistakes? Who was 
Fang’s victim? In this part of the Open Letter to Nature, these questions will be answered. 
 

Arousal of Suspicion  
 
Many of Fang’s plagiarism cases were discovered from noticing the obvious mistakes he made in his 
articles. A perfect example is the so called “Longevity Case” in which Fang plagiarized Dr. Robert 
Arking of the Wayne State University to write his Eat Less, Live Longer in 2002, and then 
republished it for at least 5 more times in 10 years. The discovery of case actually started from the 
ten mistakes Fang made in the first paragraph, which contains only 250 Chinese characters, in his 
newest version of the article, and after being accused of plagiarism, Fang made a counter accusation 
against a professor at Peking University, claiming that he was actually a victim instead of a thief, 
and at the same time, Fang revealed his self-plagiarism. Based on these clues, I finally identified the 
sources of Fang’s stealing[6]. Similarly, the suspicion that Fang might have committed plagiarism in 
his A Dispute Caused by a Parasite was aroused also by the stupid mistakes he made. 
 

1. Fang’s Medical Knowledge 
 
Here is the third paragraph of Fang’s article: 
 

“The scabies bug is very small, its body length is less than 1 millimeter, hardly visible with 
naked eyes, but some careful ancient physicians were still able to see the tiny bug in the 
blisters of the scabies patients. However, these physicians didn’t conjecture naturally that 
the tiny bug is the causing agent of the disease; rather, they thought the bug was generated 
from the corrupted flesh caused by the scabies.” 

 
First of all, it seemed that Fang didn’t know the fact that the parasite which causes scabies is a mite, 
a small arthropod belonging to the class Arachnida, which differs from class Insecta, so in the article 
Fang used the term “疥虫” (jiè chóng, “scabies bug” or “scabies insect”) 16 times, but he didn’t used 

the term “螨” (mǎn, mite) even once.  

 

 
Terminology 

In Chinese, 虫 (chóng) is both a generic term for bugs or worms, and a specific term for insects; 螨 (mǎn) is 

the specific term for mites. The above images show the two characters in the small seal script. Please note 
that the character 螨 uses character 虫 as its radical. 

http://www.zdic.net/z/pyjs/?py=man3
http://www.zdic.net/z/pyjs/?py=man3
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Secondly, it seemed that Fang had absolutely no idea about the size of the itch mite, because any 
scientific or medical literature will tell you that the size of scabies mite is much less than 1 
millimeter. For example, a book published in 1910 says: 
 

“The female mite is the one which invades the integument, the male never being found in 
the cutaneous tissue, ……It is observed that the male is much smaller than the female; the 
latter is about 1/70 of an inch long, and1/3 less in width.”[7] 

 
The above statement is virtually reaffirmed a century later:  
 

“The adult female is approximately 0.3 to 0.5 mm long by 0.3 mm wide, and the male is 
slightly smaller, around 0.25 mm long by 0.2 mm wide.”[8] 
 
“The mature female mite is approximately 400 m in length and approximately 325 m in 
width, while the mature male mite is approximately 60% of the female size.”[9] 
 
“Females are 0.30 to 0.45 mm long and 0.25 to 0.35 mm wide, and males are slightly more 
than half that size.”[10] 

 
Therefore, by saying that the itch mite is “less than 1 millimeter,” Fang actually magnified the size of 
the mite by 2-3 folds. The funny thing is, in a few months, Fang would launch a new campaign 
questioning Han Han’s height, arguing that Han Han is actually a few centimeters shorter than what 
he had claimed, which, according to Fang, suggests that Han Han is a habitual liar (more on this in 
the next part of the Open Letter). 
 
Thirdly, by saying that a matter less than 1 millimeter long is hardly visible with naked eyes, Fang 
revealed that he had no idea about the visibility of naked eyes. Here is a passage from Wikipedia: 
 

“At a viewing distance of 16" = ~ 400 mm, which is considered a normal reading distance in 
the USA, the smallest object resolution will be ~ 0.116 mm. For inspection purposes 
laboratories use a viewing distance of 200–250 mm, which gives the smallest size of the 
object recognizable to the naked eye of ~0.058- 0.072 mm(~55-75 micrometer).”[11] 

 

 
Habitual and selective blindness 

Fang Zhouzi, the self-claimed most popular science popularization writer in China, believes that a subject less 
than 1 millimeter long is hardly visible with naked eyes. The diagram shows the sizes of millimeters.  

http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary?CdrID=44215
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(Source of the image: http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary.) 
 
Fourthly, by saying “some careful ancient physicians were still able to see the tiny bug in the 
blisters of the scabies patients,” Fang revealed that he didn’t know the fact that the “scabies bug” 
does not exist in the blisters which are actually the result of the allergic reaction caused by the 
infestation of the mite. As a matter of fact, the very cause of the “dispute” about the etiological 
discovery of the scabies is this misperception. So you know how ironic it is for Fang to write the 
article to popularize this piece of medical history. 
 

Scabies: the cause and effect 
Upper left: the scanning electron micrograph of a scabies mite; Upper right: the allergic blisters caused by itch 

mite infestation, the blisters contain no scabies mites; Lower: the scabies burrow in which the female mite 
lives. (Source of the images: WebMD. Scabies Slideshow: Symptoms, Cause, and Treatments; Scabies Pictures 

Slideshow: Stop the Itch Mite.) 
 

Finally, by blaming those “careful ancient physicians” who were able to see the tiny bug in the 
scabies patients but were unable to “conjecture naturally that the tiny bug is the causing agent of 
the disease,” Fang, a self-identified “biomedical expert,” revealed that he was completely unaware 
of Koch's postulates, which stipulates how to identify the causing agent of a disease. Simply 
speaking, according to the postulates, one has to isolate the agent from the patient, and inoculate 
the agent on to healthy people to re-produce the same disease to establish a causative relationship. 
In other words, a simple physical association of a bug with a disease is far from enough to 
“conjecture naturally” their etiological relationship. 
 

2. Fang’s Medical History 
 

http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary
http://www.webmd.com/skin-problems-and-treatments/ss/slideshow-scabies-overview
http://www.medicinenet.com/scabies_pictures_slideshow/article.htm
http://www.medicinenet.com/scabies_pictures_slideshow/article.htm
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In 2000, Fang Zhouzi told Dr. Liu Huajie of Peking University that he had been always interested in 
the history and philosophy of science; and what he wanted to do the most was to “reflect on the 
history, method, and thought of biology.”[12] One year later, Fang told his future wife Liu Juhua the 
following: 
 

“Academically, I am more interested in exploring the issues in the philosophy and the 
history of science.”[13] 

 
Fang’s first mission of exploration in the philosophy of science was accomplished by stealing Dr. 
Robert Root-Bernstein’s paper to write his What is Science in 1995[14]. Similarly, Fang’s numerous 
explorations in the history of science were made by directly translating other people’s English 
articles and then hiding his sources[15]. Apparently, A Dispute Caused by a Parasite was Fang’s 
another “exploration” in the history of science - Yes, Fang does believe that medicine is a science. 
 
According to Fang, the story about the discovery of scabies’ cause is like the following:  
 

① Before Italian physician Giovan Cosimo Bonomo, people believed in the spontaneous 
generation theory and the humoral original of scabies; 
 

② It was Bonomo who first discovered that scabies is caused by the itch bug; 
 

③ Because of being subdued by the religious force, Bonomo’s discovery was completely 
forgotten for more than 150 years; 

 
④ It wasn’t until 1844 when Bonomo’s discovery was rediscovered by Austrian physician 

Ferdinand Hebra. 
 

The fact is, what Fang said above is nothing but nonsense.  
 

(1) The Pre-Bonomo Era 
 
As having been documented extensively, before Bonomo’s discovery, many people, including 
Chinese and Arabians, as well as Europeans, had discovered the association of a small bug with 
scabies. For example, a Chinese medical book written in 610 AD has the following passage: 
 

“The wet scabies causes small sores with thin cuticle, from which fluids often come out. The 
small sores all have worms. People usually use a needle point to extract the worms, which 
look like pathogenic worms in water.”[16] 

 
The above record was introduced to the English world no later than 1956: 
 

 “With regard to Sarcoptes scabiei there are a number of statements in Chinese medical 
literature about minute ‘worms’ in the skin which can be removed with the point of a needle. 
The earliest mention of these small ‘worms’ as far as the writer is aware, is that by Ch'ao 
Yuan-fang (610) in Ch'ao shih chu ping yuan hou tsung lun, Ch'ao's General Treatise on the 
Aetiology and Symptoms of Diseases. In those publications in which Chinese authors mention 
small worms in scabies they are not regarded as causative agents but rather as a result of 
the disease in the same way as early European writers did. The advice given by some 
authors to remove the minute worms with a needle indicates, however, that although the 
mite may not have been regarded as the direct cause of scabies, its presence was evidently 
believed to be harmful so that its removal seemed desirable.”[17] 
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For the record - No. 1 

The above image is the page of the Treatise on the Origins and Manifestations of Various Diseases (诸病源候论, 
zhū bìng yuán hòu lùn) by Chao Yuanfang (ca. 550-630), the words highlighted with red sidelines are 

translated above. It is probably the oldest medical book in the world which associates scabies with an animal. 

 
About 400 years after China’s Chao Yuanfang, an Arabian physician named Abu-l-Hasan Ahmad ibn 
Mohammad al-Tabari wrote: 
 

“This animacule can be removed with the point of a needle. If placed on the nail and 
exposed to the heat of the sun or fire, it moves. If the animacule is crushed between the 
fingernails, one hears it crack. This type of scabies is most easily cured ... by administering 
laxatives and the killing of the animals.”[18] 

 
It took about another two centuries for the Europeans, especially Saint Hildegard in her book 
Physika written in the 12th century, to link the little animal with scabies[19].  
 
Although these earlier people didn’t propose the hypothesis that the worm is the cause of scabies, 
such an idea had been slowly evolving right before Bonomo made his discovery. Guy de Chauliac (c. 
1300 - 1368), a French physician, not only could find the itch mite, he also realized the 
contagiousness of the disease[20]. In the 16th century, another French physician, Ambroise Paré (c. 
1510 - 1590), wrote: 
 

“The mites are little animals, always hidden under the skin, there they crawl and gnaw the 
skin, little by little, exciting a disagreeable itching. They can be extracted with pins or 
needles.”[21] 

 
In 1634, a book by Thomas Mouffet (1553-1604) was published in London, in which it says: 

 
“It is strange how such a little animal with almost no feet can drive such a long burrow 

http://www.taijichinesemedicine.com/chaoyuanfang.htm
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under the skin. Moreover, it is to be noted that these mites do not lie in the pustules 
themselves, but near them.”[22] 

 
Austrian physician Ferdinand Hebra (1816-1880) believed that these sentences “show that he had 
himself looked for the acarus scabiei, and had been successful in finding it.”[23] Hungarian 
dermatologist Moriz Kaposi (1837-1902) praised Mouffet’s description of the mite as “accurate.”[24] 
 

 
For the record - No. 2 

The 16th century Englishman Thomas Mouffet not only saw the itch mite, he also knew where to find it. 

 
In 1612, a dictionary edited by the Accademici della Crusca defined “pellicello,” an Italian term for 
scabies, as the following: 
 

“Pellicello è un picciolissimo bacolino, ilquale si genera a’rognosi, in pelle in pelle, e, 
rodendo, cagiona un'acutissimo pizzicóre.”[25] 

 
Here is the comment on the entry by Hebra: 
 

“The point of interest in this sentence is that the writer evidently recognised the acarus as 
the cause of scabies; whereas his contemporaries imagined that its presence in patients 
affected with the disease was merely accidental.”[26] 
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For the record - No. 3 

The term “pellicello” was explained as being caused by the biting of the itch mite in Vocabolario degli 
Accademici della Crusca, published in 1612 in Florence, Italy. 

 
Bonomo, in his letter to Redi in which he described his discovery, actually acknowledged that his 
first knowledge of scabies was from the dictionary: 
 

“Mentre dunque tutto attento mi trattengo in questa curiosa, e dilettevole applicazione, e 
distendone in carta il da me Osservato, per poterlo un giorno comunicare al pubblico del 
Mondo, se non con gentilezza di stile, almeno con pura, semplice, e schiettissima verità, mi è 
venuto casualmente, e per fortuna letto nel famoso Vocabolario dell'Accademia della Crusca, 
che i Compilatori di esso affermano, che i Pellicelli, de' quali per lo più è gremita 
internamente la pelle di coloro, che hanno la rogna, sieno altrettanti piccolissimi Animaletti; 
e quest'esse sono le parole del medesimo Vocabolario. Pellicello è un piccolissimo Bacolino, il 
quale si genera a' Rognosi in pelle in pelle, e rodendo cagiona un'acutissimo pizzicore.”[27] 
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Apparently based upon the fact, as well as the common practice among the poor Italians who tried 
to cure scabies by removing the mites with a needle, that Redi refused to acknowledge the 
originality of Bonomo’s discovery[28]. 
 
Besides the dictionary, Bonomo also acknowledged the following fact to Redi: 
 

“Quest'opinione, come poi ho veduto, fu seguita da Giuseppe Laurenzio nella sua Amaltea 
avendovi scritto.”[27] 

 
which appears to be the source of the following statement by Dr. B. Barker Beeson:  
 

“Joseph Lorenzo, in his ‘Almanthea,’ recognized Acarus as the cause of scabies.”[21] 
 
It is generally acknowledged that August Hauptmann (1607-1674) was the first person who drew 
the image of itch mite, and the drawing was significantly improved 25 years later by his 
countryman Michael Ettmüller (1644-1683)[21, 29].  
 
Flemish chemist Jan Baptist van Helmont (1577-1644) described how he contacted scabies by 
shaking hands with a lady, and his physician failed to cure his disease based on Galen’s humoral 
theory of the disease, and then he, by using the empiricism method, eliminated the possibility that 
the disease was caused by humoral or internal factors, and he finally cured himself by external 
application of a sulphur ointment[30].  
 
In other words, the major components of Bonomo’s discovery, i. e. the claim that the mite is the sole 
cause of the scabies, the drawing of the microscopic image of the mite, and the suggestion for 
external treatment of the disease, had already been in existence before Bonomo discovered them. 
 

(2) Bonomo vs. Cestoni 
 
According to Fang, not only did Bonomo make the original discovery, he also made the discovery 
alone, the role played by Diacinto Cestoni, a pharmacist, in the discovery was merely accessory.  
 
The fact is, the important and indispensable contribution by Cestoni to the discovery was 
acknowledged right in Bonomo’s letter to Redi, in which the discovery was first announced to the 
world[27]. Further, since its “re-discovery” in the 19th century, most historians of medicine, if not all 
of them, recognized Cestoni’s role played in the discovery. Here is what was written by the great 
French physician Pierre François Rayer (1793-1867) in a book its English translation was 
published in 1833: 
 

“The letter of Giovanni Cosmo Bonomo, relating the experiments of Hyacinthe Cestoni, 
printed in several modern works, is too interesting in the history of science to be passed 
over.”[31] 

 
Here is what was written by Dr. Hebra in a book its English translation was published in 1868: 
 

“In the seventeenth century the most complete investigations with reference to the acarus 
scabiei and its relation to the itch were those of Giovanni Cosimo Bonomo, a physician, and 
Diacinto Cestoni, an apothecary, at Leghorn.”[32] 

 
Here is what was written by Hungarian Dr. Moriz Kaposi in a book its English translation was 
published in 1895: 
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“In 1687 Bonomo and Cestoni gave accurate descriptions and drawings of the acarus and its 
ova; stated that the acari were of both sexes, and that they were the sole cause of itch.”[24] 

 
In 1932, Dr. Ugo Faucci, an Italian historian of medicine, published a monograph entitled Contributo 
alla storia della scabbia, in which he stated that “probably the naturalistic study of the acarus is due 
to Cestoni, a very clever researcher, while Bonomo, a very keen naval physician, is responsible for 
the observations regarding to the external cure of scabies.”[33] Despite this, Faucci concluded: 
 

“……as the proofs that would better permit us to ascertain the truth are wanting, the 
discovery of the parasite nature of the itch must be attributed to Bonomo and Cestoni 
together.”[34] 

 
Faucci’s conclusion has been generally accepted, of course with a couple of exceptions including 
Fang Zhouzi. In 1989, a review published in Annual Review of Entomology says: 
 

“The Italians Giovanni Cosimo Bonomo and Diancinto Cestoni first described and illustrated 
the mite in 1689 in a now-famous letter to Francesco Redi.”[35] 

 
In 1991, a pair of Italian scholar published a paper entitled “G.C. Bonomo and D. Cestoni. Discoverers 
of the parasitic origin of scabies.”[36]  
 
In 2006, a paper published in Lancet says: 
 

“In 1687, the Italian physician Giovan Cosimo Bonomo and the apothecary Diacinto Cestoni 
described the causal relation between the scabies mite and the typical skin lesions seen 
after infestation. They showed for the first time that a disease can be caused by a 
microorganism.”[37] 

 
In 2011, another paper published in Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences says: 
 

 “In the 17th century, Hauptman produced imperfect drawings of the mite, followed by 
Giovanni Cosimo Bonomo, an Italian naval physician, who with Diacinto Cestoni, a 
pharmacist, studied the condition in sailors and provided a more accurate drawing of the 
acarus mite in 1687, thus discovering and establishing the parasitic nature of scabies as well 
as its treatment.”[38]  

 
The fact is, Cestoni was a well-known and well-respected naturalist, it was said that Redi had said of 
Cestoni: "He is a chemist, but he knows more than 40 physicians."[39] Actually, one and a half 
months before Bonomo sent the letter to Redi, Redi wrote in a letter saying that Cestoni was the 
only person who observed the scabies mite[40]. On the other hand, even today, little about Bonomo, 
except for he was 24 years old when he communicated his discovery to Redi, is known[41]. It 
appears that it was Cestoni who introduced Bonomo to Redi, and with Redi’s recommendation, 
Bonomo got his job as a naval physician[42]. 
 

(3) The Post-Bonomo Era 
 
According to Fang’s story, Bonomo’s discovery “was not mentioned by any other people and 
forgotten” until 1844, when the Austrian physician Ferdinand Hebra eulogized him, along with 
Cestoni, and Hebra’s eulogy made their names recognized in the history of medicine. The fact is, 
nothing could be further from the truth than Fang’s story. Here is what was written by Hebra: 
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“Lucas Tozzius, Lanzoni, and Richard Mead remain to be mentioned as having translated, 
and commented on, the works of Cestoni and Bonomo, and as having thereby aided in 
diffusing more widely a knowledge of the important facts contained in their writings.”[43] 

 
I couldn’t find any information about the translation of or comment on Bonomo’s letter to Redi by 
Lucas Tozzius. However, it is widely known that Bonomo’s letter was translated in its entirety into 
Latin by Lanzoni in 1692[44], and partially into English by Richard Mead (1673-1754) in 1703[45].  
 

 
For the record - No. 4 

Bonomo’s letter to Redi was translated completely into Latin by Josepho Lanzono and the translation was 
published in a book in 1692. 
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For the record - No. 5 

Richard Mead’s partial English translation of Bonomo’s letter to Redi made the discovery known to the 
English world. 

 
The fact is, because of his prominent status - Dr. Mead was admitted to the Royal Society of London 
in 1703 and appointed the physician to George II in 1727[46] -, and his constant effort - he 
repeatedly mentioned the Italian discovery in his works[47] -, Mead almost single-handedly made 
Bonomo’s discovery known to every English physician. For example, in 1752, Sir John Pringle 
(1707-1782), the “father of military medicine,” published his celebrated Observations on the 
Diseases of the Army in Camp and Garrison, in which he was not aware of the parasitic nature of 
scabies at all. However, when the book went to reprint the next year, Dr. Pringle especially added 
the following note: 
 

“Since the first edition was published, I have seen a paper in the Phil. Transact. for the year 
1703, called, An abstract of  a letter from Dr. Bonomo to Sigmor Redi,  containing some 
observations concerning the worms of humane bodies, by Dr. Richard Mead. By which 
account I find, that Dr. Bonomo was the first that discovered these animalcula, and likewise 
proposed curing the itch by externals only.”[48] 

 
Dr. John Hunter (1728-1793), another eminent British physician, told the following story in his 
Lectures on the Principle of Surgery: 
 

“The disease has been said to arise from animalculae; but these, if present, are, I am sure, 
unnecessary for the existence of the disease, as I have often examined the matter and found 
no animals in it; yet they may sometimes be in the matter. I forget who was telling me lately 
that Dr. Teigh had shown them to be, not in the pustule, but in the skin near it, as little black 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Pringle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hunter_%28surgeon%29
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specks.”[49]  
 
In other words, whether people believed it or not, they were aware of the theory proposed by 
Bonomo and Cestoni. Apparently because of this, in 1755, when Samuel Johnson’s influential A 
Dictionary of the English Language was published, the word “itch” was defined as the following: 
 

 “a cutaneous disease extremely contagious, which overspreads the body with small 
pustules filled with thin serum, and raised, as microscopes have discovered, by a small 
animal. It is cured by sulphur.”[50]  

 
And by 1788, The London Medical Journal proclaimed: 

 
“THAT the itch is simply a local affection of the skin, occasioned by animalcula, has been a 
pretty general opinion in this country, since the description given by the late Dr. Mead of the 
insect found in this disease by Bonomo.”[51] 

 

 
For the record - No. 6 

By 1788, Bonomo and Cestoni’s theory had already become “a pretty generally accepted opinion” in the Great 
Britain. 

  
As a matter of fact, in 1801, Dr. Joseph Adams (1756-1818), yet another renowned British physician, 
inoculated the itch mites on himself, and described the symptom he suffered from the inoculation. 
Of course he was aware of the work by Bonomo, saying: “Bonomo was tolerably exact in his 
description.”[52] 
 
The Great Britain was not the only place where Bonomo’s discovery was widely known. In 1722, 
German physician Augustus Quirinus Rivinus (1652-1723) and Johann Jacob Schwiebe published a 
booklet entitled Dissertatio Inauguralis De Pruritu Exanthematum Ab Acaris, in which although they 
didn’t mention Bonomo or Cestoni’s name, they drawings were partially based on the observation 
made by the latter, according to Hebra[53]. In 1786, another German physician Johann Ernst 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Adams_%28physician%29
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Wichmann (1740-1802) published his book, Aetiologie der Krätze, in which he not only repeatedly 
referred the letter and compared Bonomo’s drawing of the itch mite with his own, he went so far as 
to translate the letter, from Mead’s English translation, into German[54]. Here is his summary of his 
own work: 
 

“I hope I have now thoroughly explained and proved the etiology of scabies, or at least 
rendered it both plausible and logical that it is a simple skin disease caused by mites.”[55] 

 

 
For the record - No. 7 

In a book published in 1786, German physician Johann Ernst Wichmann not only introduced his etiological 
study on scabies, he also translated Richard Mead’s English translation of Bonomo’s letter to Redi into 

German. 

 
Here is the comment on his work by Hebra: 
 

“……his knowledge of the disease was so complete, that in this respect he has been 
surpassed by none of his predecessors, and by few even of those who have followed him. He 
was perfectly acquainted with the burrows made by the itch-mite, and with the papules 
(Efflorescenzen) near which young acari are to be found; and he describes exactly how to 
extract the animal from these different places with the point of a needle or penknife.”[56] 

 
Beeson’s praise of Wichmann was not a bit less lavish than Hebra’s: 
 

“Wichman's booklet, ‘Etiology of the Itch’, which was printed at Hanover in 1786, was a 
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most important factor in spreading the belief that the itch was due to Acarus. This work was 
not surpassed by those preceding it, and has been surpassed by few since that time. 
Wichman recognized the importance of the burrow, as well as of the tiny elevations near 
which the larvae were found. He also knew how to extract the mite on a knife or needle 
point.”[21] 

 
Besides Great Britain and Germany, Bonomo and Cestoni’s theory was warmly received in Sweden 
also. In 1746, the eminent Swede Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778) named the itch mite acaru humanu 
subcutaneous[57]. 11 years later, one of Linnaeus’ students claimed in his thesis, correctly, that the 
itch mite doesn’t exist in the pustules, rather, it could be found in “a wrinkling of the skin which 
proceeds from the pustule.”[21] In 1778, the book Memoires pour servir à l'histoire des Insectes (Vol. 
VII) by another great Swede, Baron Charles de Geer (1720-1778), was published posthumously, in 
which the author wrote explicitly:  
 

"Dans les ulceres produits par la gale sur les mains & les autres parties du corps humain, on 
trouve de trèspetits Insectes du genre des Mittes & qui n'ont pas été inconnus aux 
naturalistes; ces Mittes sont même l'unique cause de cette vilaine maladie.”[58]  

 

 
For the record - No. 8 

In a book published posthumously in 1778, Baron Charles de Geer stated explicitly that many naturalists at 
the time were aware the fact or theory that the itch mite is the sole cause of scabies. 

 
Were Linnaeus and his Swedish comrades aware of or influenced by Bonomo’s discovery? Of course. 
In 1768, Swedish physician Nils Rosén von Rosenstein (1706-1773) mentioned Bonomo’s name in a 
book[59]. Ten years later, in his another book, not only was Bonomo’s name mentioned, the Latin 
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translation of his letter to Redi was also referred[60]. According to French scientist François-Vincent 
Raspail, “Linnaus himself founded his specific distinctions on the figures of Bonomo.”[61] 
 
However, Bonomo’s seed bore the biggest fruit in France. According to Beeson[21], French physician 
Anne-Charles Lorry (1726-1783) referred Bonomo’s letter to Redi in a book published in 1777. In 
1804, a book by Italian physician Valérian Louis Brera (1772-1840) was translated into French and 
published in Paris, in which, Bonomo’s discovery was mentioned[62]. 
 
In 1812, French medical student Jean-Chrysanthe Galès, encouraged and advised by the prominent 
dermatologist Jean-Louis-Marc Alibert (1768-1837), announced that he had found itch mite in the 
fluid from the vesicle on the scabies patients[63]. However, the significance of his thesis is not what 
he discovered in the scabies patients, but what he discovered in the ancient literature: in his thesis, 
which consists of only 55 pages, Galès used 6 pages for the French translation of “Cestoni’s letter to 
Redi” - Yes, that was what he called the famous letter -, apparently made by himself from Lanzono’s 
Latin translation, and he praised Cestoni’s investigation wholeheartedly: 
 

“C'est dans les ouvrages de Redi que l'insecte de la gale humaine se trouve, pour la première 
fois, observé et décrit avec une exactitude presque égale à celle des modernes 
entomologistes. Ces observations sont consignées dans une lettre que ce savant naturaliste 
a publiée comme lui ayant été adressée par le docteur Bonomo, et qui a été depuis réclamée 
par Cestoni, qui en est le véritable auteur.”[64] 
 
“Dans la suite de la lettre, Cestoni conclut, contre l'opinion des anciens et celle qui dominait 
de son temps, que le ciron de la gale en est la véritable cause; ce qu'il prouve, tant par 
l'explication satisfaisante et facile que cette cause fournit de tous les phénomènes de la 
maladie, que par la nature du seul traitement efficace qu'on puisse employer. L'oubli dans 
lequel la dissertation de Cestoni est restée pendant quelque temps, et le peu d'influence 
qu'élle eut d'abord, sont un exemple de la peine que les observations les plus exactes et les 
plus concluantes en médecine avaient alors à prévaloir sur les opinions et les pratiques 
accréditées.”[65] 
 
“Les preuves les plus concluantes de l'étiologie de la gale sont pour le fond renfermées dans 
la lettre de Cesloni à Redi,que j'ai déjà citée en grande partie. (Voy. p. 12.) La justice, non 
moins que la nature de mon sujet,m'impose l'obligation de faire connaître le reste de celle 
lettre: je la reprends où je l'ai interrompue.”[66] 
  
“Les raisonnemens de Cestoni, l'explication qu'il donne de tous les effets de la gale, 
examinés murement et sans prévention, doivent, il me semble, paraître suffisans pour 
établir l'étiologie de celle affection aussi clairement que celle de la maladie la mieux 
connue.”[67] 

 
Here is what being said of his thesis by an English introduction: 
 

“Moufet was the first naturalist who mentions the animalcules which breed in the human 
skin; but that it was in a letter from Cestoni to Redi, and published in the works of the latter, 
that the animal which is imagined to produce the itch was, ‘for the first time, observed and 
described with an accuracy almost equal to that of the modern entomologists.’ The insect 
was said to be of the genus acarus; and Cestoni positively asserts that it is the true source of 
the disease. This letter of Cestoni seems, however, to have fallen into complete oblivion, and 
to have had little or no influence on the opinions of his successors.”[68] 
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Of course the so called “oblivion” or “little or no influence” was the result of language barriers and  
poor information dissemination on one hand, and the key mistake “in a letter from Cestoni to 
Redi”on the other. And the objective of Galès’ study was “to ascertain the real fact, with the respect 
both to the existence and the nature of the animal and to its power of generating the malady.”[68] 
 

 
For the record - No. 9 

Bonomo’s letter to Redi served as the very foundation of the French medical degree thesis by Jean-Chrysanthe 
Galès, whose work initiated the new interest in the etiology of scabies in Western Europe. 

 
Galès triumphed in his mission, though his glory soon turned into disgrace, because no one else, 
from Florence to Paris, either the believers or the sceptics, was able to repeat what he claimed: 
found the itch mite in the vesicles on the itching skin. The controversy was so big that it drew the 
attention from the watchful eyes across the English Channel: in an article published in the Lancet in 
1827, there was the following passage: 
 

“Alibert has carefully examined many scabious patients, and declares he could never find 
any sarcoptes or acari; and Biett, who is a very careful and reflecting man, Las examined a 
large number of patients with the person employed by Gales to draw the insects, but they 
could never discover any in the vesicles under any circumstances. The painter afterwards 
owned to Biett that he had never seen any one of the insects in the itch vesicles or pustules, 
but always outside them. Lugot [sic] continued these investigations in 1819, 1820, and 1821, 
with the strongest lens, but with the same result as the preceding. This is strong authority 
against the vital itch, and goes a great way to upset the force of the observations of Gales 
and the others.”[69]  

 
Even so, Galès’ advisor Alibert never wavered in his belief in either Bonomo’s discovery or his 
student’s rediscovery. In a book published in 1832, Alibert wrote: 
 

“C'est Bonomo qui a véritablement découvert des insectes dans les pustules de la gale; et il 
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faut, à juste titre, compter cette époque pour en lire la première description positive, où non 
seulement le genre des insectes est mis hors de doute, mais où ils sont décrits aussi 
clairement, rendus aussi évidens, et même déja représentés aussi exactement d'après 
nature qu'on les trouve encore aujourd'hui par le secours des plus forts microscopes. On 
sait qu'il communiqua ses Observations à Redi, dans une lettre écrite en italien, et publiée à 
Florence en 1683. (Osservazioni in torno a pelli celli del corpo umano, dal G. Cos. Bonomo, e 
da lui con altre osservazioni scritte in una lettera all Fr. Redi.) On ne saurait donc ranger ces 
animalcules parmi les êtres fabuleux, tels que les crinons, les furies infernales, etc. Aussi le 
célèbre Richard Méad donna beaucoup d'importance à cette découverte en Angleterre 1.”[70] 

 
In 1828, Professor Lugol offered 300 francs to the first person who would demonstrate in front of 
him how to extract the mite from the scabies patients. Six years later, Simon François Renucci, an 
Italian medical student at the French Hospital St. Louis, accomplished the mission: the story was 
told vividly and in great detail by the Lancet, again. So, what was the key to Renucci’s success, or 
other people’s failure? Here it is: 
 

“According to M. Renucci, the acarus, or itch ciron, is never to be found in the vesicle. It 
appears, however, that M. Gerdy junior has in two cases extracted the insect from the 
vesicle, in which situation it has occasionally but very rarely been found by others. In the 
great majority of cases the acarus is only to be met with in a small epidermic canal, probably 
excavated by itself, invariably terminated by one of its extremities in the vesicle, either 
straight or tortuous, and varying in length from one to three lines. The raised epidermis 
forming the vault of that canal, presents a grayish yellow dull aspect, which is interrupted 
most generally towards its non-vesicular extremity, by a dull white opaque speck, betraying 
the position of the insect, and owing the difference of its hue to the same cause. This extra-
vesicular position, combined with the minuteness of the insect, partly explains the 
fruitlessness of past researches.”[71] 

 
Right after Renucci’s demonstration, Albin Gras, a student at the Hospital St. Louis, conducted a 
series of self-experiments to demonstrate, successfully, that the mite is the cause of scabies[72]. Not 
only that, Gras also translated Bonomo’s letter to Redi from Latin to French in his paper. 
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For the record - No. 10 

In 1834, Bonomo’s letter to Redi was translated into French again by Albin Gras in his self-
experiment report on scabies. 

 

(4) Conclusions 
 
So, what conclusion could be drawn from the above historical facts?  
 
First of all, it is very clear that the discovery made by Bonomo and Cestoni had never been forgotten, 
let alone completely forgotten, in the years following its publication in 1687. On the contrary, the 
discovery had been serving as a candle, or beacon, in the darkness to guide the etiological 
exploration of the disease by the European researchers in the entire 18th century and the early one 
third of the 19th century.  
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Forgotten completely? Nonsense! 

Bonomo’s letter to Redi was published in 1687 in Florence, Italy. Five years later, the complete letter was 
translated into Latin by Josepho Lanzono and published by Noribergæ. In 1703, the abridged English 

translation of the letter, by Richard Mead, was published in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of 
London. In 1786, Johann Ernst Wichmann translated Bonomo’s letter into German from Mead’s English 
translation and published it in his book, Aetiologie der Krätze. In 1812, Jean-Chrysanthe Galès translated 

Bonomo’s letter into French from the 1692 Latin version and published it in his thesis. 

 
Secondly, the discovery made by Bonomo and Cestoni is a natural extension of human’s experience 
and knowledge in scabies, acquired and accumulated by both the lower class people and the upper 
professionals. Essentially speaking, every component of their discovery had already been 
discovered by other people before them. As a French science historian Daniele Ghesquier said:  
 

“The construction of the scientific concept of the itch is an example of a collective 
construction of a scientific fact.”[73] 

 
Thirdly, the most prominent feather of the discovery made by Bonomo and Cestoni, though, is its 
completeness, or comprehensiveness, just as Hebra assessed: “the most complete investigations 
with reference to the acarus scabiei and its relation to the itch” in the 17th century[32]. In other 
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words, the biggest contribution of Bonomo and Cestoni’s discovery to medicine and science is that 
they advanced a plausible working hypothesis or theory that scabies is caused by the infestation of 
a particular kind of mites in human body.  
 
Fourthly, there is absolutely no reason whatsoever to deprive Diacinto Cestoni of his honor as the 
co-discoverer, and very likely the leading role player, in the discovery.  
 
Finally, the very reason which made the European scientists and physicians reluctant to accept 
Bonomo and Cestoni’s discovery was the discoverers’ own fault: no one was able to repeat their 
result. Bonomo and Cestoni claimed that they found the itch mite in the “pustules,” however, 
according to Renucci’s medical degree thesis, “In human itch the Acarus is never found in the 
contents of the vesicles.”[21] As Beeson put it: 
 

“Despite Hebra's eulogy of their work, Bonomo and Cestoni were guilty of several errors : 
first, in saying that Acarus is present in watery pustules, and second, in confusing the adult 
and larval forms.”[21] 

 
Another person was much harsher: 
 

“Bonomo (? pseudonym for Cestoni, an apothecary) (1687), who had seen the women of the 
lower orders in Italy pick out the acarus from its burrow, published a note on the subject. 
He stated, however, that the parasite was in the vesicles. Moreover, his figures require a 
good deal of imagination to recognize in them the familiar acarus. This Cestoni (or Bonomo) 
appears to have been a bit of a quack, but at any rate he is credited with being the first 
writer to call attention to the parasite as the cause of itch.”[50] 

 

 
The evolution of the microscopic image of the scabies mite 

From left: the scabies mite image illustrated by Bonomo in 1687[27]; by Wichmann in 1786[54]; by Galès in 
1812[63], and by Renucci in 1839[21].  

 
So, the question more relevant to us is: How could the John Maddox Prize winner Fang Zhouzi get 
these historical facts completely wrong?  
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If you knew him well, you’d have guessed the answer right: the congenital literary thief must have 
stolen the wrong goods.  
 

The Transcontinental Thievery 
 
In March 1997, Dr. Marcia Ramos-e-Silva, then an associate professor of dermatology at 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, presented a paper at a conference entitled GIOVAN COSIMO 
BONOMO (1663-1696): Discoverer of the etiology of scabies. The presentation was published in the 
International Journal of Dermatology in the next year[74]. Just by looking at the title, it is obvious 
where Fang’s sole attribution to Bonomo came from. And indeed, Fang’s entire historical narrative 
about the scabies etiology discovery was based on Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s paper. The complete 
comparison is listed in the appended table at the end of this article; however, there are many more 
interesting stories in the theft. 

 

  

http://www.dermato.med.br/hds/bibliography/1998giovan-cosimo-bonomo.htm
http://www.dermato.med.br/hds/bibliography/1998giovan-cosimo-bonomo.htm
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Systematic and historic stealing 

The above images are Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s paper published in the International Journal of Dermatology in 
1998 (upper), and Fang’s article published in the Xinhua Daily Telegraph on Feb. 10, 2012 (lower). The 

portions highlighted in yellow indicate the similarity in contents between the two articles; the red box in the 
lower image indicates the paragraph which was stolen by Fang from another already identified source. The 

person in the upper left corner in the lower image is Mr. Xie Guoji, the editor-in-chief of the Xinhua Daily 
Telegraph, to whom I have informed Fang’s plagiarism at least 7 times; the big characters in the brown seal 

image 賊贜 (zéi zāng), which mean “stolen goods,” are added by me. 

 

1. The Italian Connection 
 
It appears that Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s paper was mainly based on two literatures: a paper published in 
1991 by Italian scholars Drs. Maria Antonia Montesu and Francesca Cottoni of the Università di 
Sassari in Italy, G.C. Bonomo and D. Cestoni. Discoverers of the parasitic origin of scabies[36], and Dr. 
Richard Mead’s English translation of the original letter from Bonomo to Redi[45]. More specifically, 
Dr. Ramos-e-Silva incorporated almost the entire content of the both articles into her own paper, 
with her own annotations. For example, the first paragraph of the Italian paper is: 

 
“The 17th century was characterized by two opposing cultural trends. One culture, which 
revolved around the Church, assumed a severely intransigent position vis à vis the second, 
which was inspired by a series of bold innovators in the fields of science, literature, and art. 
These cultural explorers gave us nothing less than a new vision of the world. This was the 
century of Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639), Giordano Bruno 
(1548-1600), Michelangiolo Merisi detto il Caravaggio (1573-1610), and Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini (1598-1680) (I).”[36]  

 
And the 7th paragraph of the Brazilian paper is: 

 
“The seventeenth century was characterized by two opposing intellectual forces. On one 
side was a culture that was the inspiration for a series of bold innovators in the fields of 
science, literature, and art, and which gave us a totally new vision of the world. It was the 
time of Galileo, Campanella, Bruno, Caravaggio, Bernini, and many others. On the other side 
was a culture which revolved around the Church and assumed a severely intransigent and 
antagonistic position with the first.6”[74] 
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Here is the last paragraph of the Italian paper: 
 

“The discovery by Bonomo and Cestoni, even though not immediately recognized, marked 
the first mention of the parasitic theory of infectious diseases. They were the first to 
demonstrate that a disease could be caused by a microscopic organism. Their discovery may 
fairly be said to have initiated a new era in medicine.”[36] 

 
And here is the last paragraph by Dr. Ramos-e-Silva: 
 

“Giovan Cosimo Bonomo, in collaboration with Diacinto Cestoni, discovered the etiologic 
agent, stated that it reproduced through the union of a male and a female, affirmed it laid 
eggs (Bonomo actually saw the mite laying an egg), suggested its transmission by clothes 
and fomites, and speculated about the reasons some local treatments were effective and 
some systemic were not. That was in 1687,2 three hundred and 10 years ago; and their 
study, even though not immediately recognized, marked the first notice of the parasitic 
theory of infectious diseases; demonstrating for the first time that a microscopic organism 
could be the cause of a disease. It may even be said without doubt that Bonomo's and 
Cestoni's discovery initiated a new era in Medicine.6”[74] 

 
Admittedly, the end note mark “6” refers the paper by Montesu & Cottoni. 
 
In May 2014, when I found the similarity between the Italian and Brazilian papers, I sent a letter to 
Dr. Rokea A. el-Azhary, the Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Dermatology, to alert her 
with my finding: 
 

“Although Dr. Marcia Ramos-e-Silva did mention Montesu and Cottoni’s paper many times, 
she didn’t acknowledge the fact that she incorporated almost the entire content of the 
latter’s paper into her own, and the fact that she duplicated, frequently, the wordings of the 
latter’s.” 

 
“Whether the action by Dr. Marcia Ramos-e-Silva constituted plagiarism is not for me to say, 
however, I do believe it did. That’s why I am bringing the matter to your attention.” 

 
Till this day, I have not yet heard a word from the Editor-in-Chief or the journal. Obviously, they 
believe the writing style is acceptable. 
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Whistleblowing  

My email to the editor-in-chief of the International Journal of Dermatology has generated no response at all.
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Comparison between the papers by Montesu & Cottoni and Ramos-e-Silva 

Comparison between the papers  
by Italian scholars Montesu & Cottoni and Brazilian dermatologist Ramos-e-Silva 

Note: The Italian paper, which contains 14 paragraphs, is shown in its entirety on the left side of the table, and the corresponding similar texts in the Brazilian 
paper, which contains 42 paragraphs, are shown to the right. 

Montesu & Cottoni’s 1991 paper: 
G.C. Bonomo and D. Cestoni. Discoverers of the parasitic origin of scabies. American 

Journal of Dermatopathology 13:425-427. 

Ramos-e-Silva’s 1998 paper: 
GIOVAN COSIMO BONOMO (1663-1696): Discoverer of the etiology of scabies. 

International Journal of Dermatology 37(8):625-630.  
Para. Text Para. Text 

I 

The 17th century was characterized by two opposing cultural 
trends. One culture, which revolved around the Church, assumed a 
severely intransigent position vis à vis the second, which was 
inspired by a series of bold innovators in the fields of science, 
literature, and art. These cultural explorers gave us nothing less 
than a new vision of the world. This was the century of Galileo 
Galilei (1564-1642), Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639), Giordano 
Bruno (1548-1600), Michelangiolo Merisi detto il Caravaggio 
(1573-1610), and Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) (1). 

7th  

The seventeenth century was characterized by two opposing 
intellectual forces. On one side was a culture that was the 
inspiration for a series of bold innovators in the fields of 
science, literature, and art, and which gave us a totally new 
vision of the world. It was the time of Galileo, Campanella, 
Bruno, Caravaggio, Bernini, and many others. On the other side 
was a culture which revolved around the Church and assumed 
a severely intransigent and antagonistic position with the 
first.6 

II 

Thus, the discovery of the etiology of scabies took place in a period 
characterized by opposing intellectual forces and by the divorce of 
science from theology and philosophy. Advances in geography and 
astronomy, anatomical studies, the discovery of the circulation of 
the blood, and the invention of the telescope and the microscope all 
stimulated the group of intellectuals who surrounded the great 
Galileo, ultimately giving rise to new academies for scientific 
research (1). In this period of great cultural upheaval in Italy, some 
of the oldest existing academic societies were founded, such as the 
Crusca Academy. Established in 1582 in Florence, which compiled 
the linguistic patrimony of the Italian language into the first 
dictionary (1612). Meanwhile the Lincei Academy. Established in 
Rome in 1603, laid the foundation for the new approach to the 
mathematical and natural sciences. 

 

 

III 

This environment of intellectual ferment formed the background to 
the discovery by Giovan Cosimo Bonomo (1663-1696) and Diacinto 
Cestoni (1637- 1718) of the parasitic nature of scabies, which was 
first recorded on July 18. 1687 (Figs. 1. 2) (2.3). 

 

 

IV 
Scabies had been noted since very ancient times. The condition was 
described in a manuscript of an Arabian physician named Abū I-

4th  
Although its agent was not recognized and its cause was 
attributed to a humoral factor, scabies was probably already 
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Hasan Ahmad at-Tabarī of Tabaristan, who lived around 970 A.D. 
(4). At-Tabari not only recognized the presence of the itch mite in 
scabies lesions, he also realized that the disease could be cured by 
applying ointments to the skin (external therapy). Aristotle (384-
322 B.C.) too has been credited with a knowledge of the Acarus 
scabiei. He was the first to use the word "Akari", although this was 
not the Acarus scabiei but a mite living in wood (5). 

known by Aristotle (384–322 BCE), who was the first to use 
the term ‘‘akari’’ to designate a wood-dwelling mite. Scabies 
was mentioned by many writers in different times,3 and a 
description of the condition was found in an Arabian 
manuscript written by a physician called Abū el Ḥasan Ạhmed 
el Ṭabarī, of Tabaristan, who lived around 970.4  

V 

The first actual reference to the Acarus scabiei is to be found in a 
work entitled "Physika" written in the 12th century by Saint 
Hildegarde (1099-1179), the Lady Superior of the Convent of the 
Rupertsberg, near Bingen (3). In the same period. Avenzoar (1091-
1162), a Moorish physician practicing in Spain, described in a 
manuscript the probable etiology of scabies. 

4th  

In the twelfth century, Saint Hildegard (1098–1179), Abbess of 
the Rupertsberg Convent, near Bingen, wrote a book named 
Physika, which includes the first actual reference to Acarus 
scabiei, and Avenzoar (1091–1162), a Moorish physician 
practicing in Spain, described what would seem to be the mite, 
but did not relate it to the itch.5,6 

VI 

At that time, scabies was widespread throughout Europe, and the 
name by which the acarus was called varied from country to 
country. In Germany it was "Suren," in Gascony "brigant," in Turin 
"siro," in Tuscany and in the Venetian Republic "pellicello." In Italy, 
the Acarus scabiei was recorded in the second edition (1623) of the 
Crusca Academy dictionary under the name "pellicello." The 
dictionary defined it as "a tiny mite generating in the scab-ridden 
skin, the gnawing of which produces acute itching" (6). 

5th  

Scabies was known in Europe by various names. It was gale for 
the French, itch for the English, and Krätze for the 
Germans. ……One of the oldest academic societies in the 
world, the Crusca Academy, founded in Florence in 1582, 
defined ‘‘pellicello,’’ a term used for Sarcoptes or Acarus 
scabiei, in the second edition of its dictionary, published in 
1623, as ‘‘a tiny mite generating in the scab-ridden skin, the 
biting of which produces acute itching.’’8 

VII 

Despite the recognition of the acarus in the early 17th century, 
nobody considered it the cause of scabies, which was believed to be 
of a humoral nature. Scabies was attributed by different authors to 
"melancholic juices" (Galenus), "corrupt blood" (Avicenna), or 
"pungent ferment" (Velamonte); its contagiousness, when 
recognized, was explained as the effect of the humors and ferments 
evaporating from the body (2). The presence of acari on the skin of 
scabies sufferers was, on the contrary, considered as proof of the 
corruption of the flesh and blood caused by an internal ailment. 
This notion corresponded to the belief since Aristotle's time that 
lice originated from meat, fleas from filth, and moths from wool (7). 

6th  

Although the mite was known long before Bonomo described 
it, as is widely documented, it was not considered to be the 
cause of the disease; which was believed to be of humoral 
nature. Galen (129–200) attributed it to ‘‘melancholic juices,’’ 
Avicenna (980–1037) to ‘‘corrupt blood,’’ and Velamonte to 
‘‘pungent ferment.’’ Those who recognized its contagiousness 
explained it as the effect of the humors and ferments 
evaporating from the body.6 During this period, there was no 
doubt about the doctrine of spontaneous generation. It was 
accepted, since the time of Aristotle, that lice originated from 
meat, fleas from filth, and moths from wool, and the presence 
of acari on the skin of scabies patients was considered to be 
proof of the corruption of the flesh and blood caused by 
internal ailments.3,6 
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VIII 

At the beginning of the 17th century, the doctrine of spontaneous 
generation was in no way doubted. Empirical methods were 
employed in Leonardo's (1452-1519) earlier experiments even 
before they were codified by Francis Bacon (1561-1626), but it was 
Galileo Galilei who imposed empiricism on scientific study in the 
second half of the 17th century (I). The empirical method, which 
originated in Tuscany, revolutionized the whole of scientific 
thought, which was particularly active in this part of the world. 
Francesco Redi (1626-98) applied it to the natural sciences and 
demonstrated that flies will only reproduce on putrid flesh if other 
flies have previously deposited their eggs there (8). This discovery 
dealt the first blow to the "spontaneous generation" doctrine, 
signalling its end. Redi, physician to the Grand Duke, Cosimo III, 
headed one of the different schools of thought that flourished 
during this period. In Leghorn. Diacinto Cestoni's pharmacy 
became a meeting place for men of letters and science. Among his 
regular visitors were Redi and a young naval physician named 
Giovan Cosimo Bonomo (9). 

7th 

The seventeenth century was characterized by two opposing 
intellectual forces. On one side was a culture that was the 
inspiration for a series of bold innovators in the fields of 
science, literature, and art, and which gave us a totally new 
vision of the world. It was the time of Galileo, Campanella, 
Bruno, Caravaggio, Bernini, and many others. On the other side 
was a culture which revolved around the Church and assumed 
a severely intransigent and antagonistic position with the 
first.6 

8th 

During the second half of the seventeenth century, empiricism, 
a method created by the English philosopher Francis Bacon 
(1561–1626), was used for various studies, especially in Italy 
where science was particularly active. This method introduced 
experimentation as the fundamental basis for science. 

9th  

Using the empirical method, Francesco Redi (1626–1698) 
antagonized the spontaneous generation theory by 
demonstrating that flies only appeared on putrid flesh if other 
flies had previously deposited their eggs. Redi was the chief 
physician of Grand Duke Cosimo III, and leader of one of the 
schools of thought of that time. He and Giovan Cosimo 
Bonomo, a young naval physician, were regular visitors of 
Diacinto Cestoni’s pharmacy, in Livorno, a meeting place for 
men of letters and science.6 

IX 

In Leghorn, Bonomo and Cestoni discovered that the acarus was 
the exclusive cause of scabies. They studied its morphology and 
physiology, explained its contagious nature by the passage of the 
acarus from subject to subject, suggested medications, and finally 
drew the acarus and its eggs as observed under a microscope (Fig. 
3). These studies, which began in 1685, were concluded in July 
1687, when Giovan Cosimo Bonomo wrote a letter to Redi 
describing the etiology of scabies: "I have good reason to conclude 
that the affliction is nothing but a continuous biting and chewing 
inflicted upon by 'Bacarelli' of this type ... " (10-12). 

12th  

From 1685 to 1687, and probably at the spa of the city of 
Livorno, Italy, they studied the morphology and physiology of 
Sarcoptes scabiei, explained the contagious nature of scabies 
by the passage of the mite from person to person, suggested 
medications, and finally drew the mite and its eggs as 
observed under the microscope. 

X 

Immediately afterward, a dispute broke out between Bonomo and 
Giovanni Maria Lancisi (1654-1720). Lancisi, the pope's chief 
physician, recognized the presence of the acarus but excluded it as 
the sole cause of scabies. According to Lancisi, scabies had a 
humoral origin that preceded the proliferation of the acarus. 
Lancisi availed himself of his authoritative standing and in the 

32nd   

Immediately after the letter of Bonomo and the publication of 
Redi’s book,2 the Pope’s chief physician, Giovanni Maria 
Lancisi (1654–1720), began a dispute with Bonomo. Lancisi 
thought scabies had a humoral origin that preceded the 
proliferation of acari, and, although he recognized the 
presence of the parasite, he discarded it as the single cause of 
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course of the dispute invoked the Scriptures (13.14). Mindful of the 
fate of Galileo, Bonomo was persuaded not to continue the debate. 

the disease. During the course of this dispute, because of 
Lancisi’s position as the Pope’s chief physician, the fact that he 
invoked the Scriptures, and the fate of previous scientists such 
as Galileo, Bonomo was persuaded not to continue the debate.  

XI 

Partly because of the difficulty of isolating the acarus, Bonomo's 
discovery was completely forgotten in the years that followed. But 
in 1834, a young student named François Simon Renucci, who had 
learned how to extract the acarus from the poor women of his 
native Corsica, proved its existence in Paris and reestablished the 
fact that the acarus was the cause of scabies (3,7). 

32nd  His discovery was then completely forgotten.6  

37th  

It was only in 1834, almost two centuries later, that Renucci, a 
young student, re-established the fact that the acarus was the 
cause of scabies.14  

XII 

A period of intensive clinical and experimental research on scabies 
by numerous investigators throughout Europe followed on 
Renucci's rediscovery of the Acarus scabiei. No one, however, did 
more to settle, once and for all, the various problems of scabies 
than Ferdinand Hebra (1816-80), who published his views on the 
diagnosis, etiology, and treatment of this disease in 1844 (15). 

37th  

After this, a period of intense investigation on scabies began, 
and Ferdinand Hebra (1816–1880), by particular self-
experiments, did the most to settle once and for all the 
problem of scabies. He published his views on the diagnosis, 
etiology, and treatment of this disease in 1844, and presented 
a eulogy of Bonomo’s and Cestoni’s work.15 

XIII 

In 1925, Alberto Rezzauti came across Bonomo's signed letter 
which had been preserved in the Fraternita de Laici of Arezzo. Its 
publication that year proved that in fact the discovery of the 
acarian origin of scabies preceded its official scientific recognition 
by 150 years. 

40th  

……and, finally, in 1927, Razzauti came across Bonomo’s 
signed letter which had been preserved in the Library of 
Fraternità di S. Maria of Arezzo.13 Its publication that year 
proved that the discovery of the acarian origin of scabies 
preceded Renucci’s paper and its official scientific recognition 
by 150 years.3 

XIV 

The discovery by Bonomo and Cestoni, even though not 
immediately recognized, marked the first mention of the parasitic 
theory of infectious diseases. They were the first to demonstrate 
that a disease could be caused by a microscopic organism. Their 
discovery may fairly be said to have initiated a new era in 
medicine. 

42nd  

……and their study, even though not immediately recognized, 
marked the first notice of the parasitic theory of infectious 
diseases; demonstrating for the first time that a microscopic 
organism could be the cause of a disease. It may even be said 
without doubt that Bonomo's and Cestoni's discovery initiated 
a new era in Medicine.6 
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2. Lost in Translation 
 
One cannot help but wonder why did Dr. Ramos-e-Silva change Montesu & Cottoni’s plural title 
word “discoverers” into her own singular “discoverer,” and why would she attributed the discovery 
solely to Giovan Cosimo Bonomo in the title, but to both Giovan Cosimo Bonomo and Diacinto 
Cestoni in her conclusion. In other words, why did Dr. Marcia Ramos-e-Silva attempt, though failed, 
to deprive Cestoni of his right to the discovery? The only plausible answer to the question, besides 
intentionally distinguishing herself from the other medical historians, seems to be the fact that she 
was misled by the second source of her paper, Dr. Mead’s translation of Bonomo’s letter to Redi. 
 
According to Mead’s translation, Bonomo used the first-person singular pronoun “I” to tell Redi the 
discovery. For example, the first two paragraphs read: 
 

“Having frequently observed that the Poor Women when their Children are troubled with 
the Itch, do with the point of a Pin pull out of the Scabby Skin little Bladders of Water, and 
crack them like Fleas upon their Nails; and that the Scabby Slaves in the Bagno at Leghorne 
do often practice this Mutual Kindness upon one another; it came into my Mind to examine 
what these Bladders might really be.  
 
“I quickly found an Itchy person, and asking him where he felt the greatest and most acute 
Itching, he pointed to a great many little Pustules not yet Scabb’d over, of which picking out 
one with a very fine Needle, and squeezing from it a thin Water, I took out a very small 
white Globule, scarcely discernible: Observing this with a Microscope, I found it to be a very 
minute Living Creature, in shape resembling a Tortoise, of whitish colour, a little dark upon 
the Back, with some thin and long Hairs, of nimble motion, with six Feet, a sharp Head, with 
two little Horns at the end of the Snout ; as is represented in Fig, 1 and 3.”[45]  

 
Sounds like indeed that Bonomo was the only person who initiated the inquiry and conducted the 
investigation, right? However, the inaccuracies of the English translation had been pointed out a 
long time ago. In 1788, an article published in The London Medical Journal said: 
 

“Dr. Mead, by omitting the beginning of Bonomo's letter to Redi, has not fully stated the 
circumstances that led to the discovery of the insect in question, and has given to Bonomo 
the credit of observations for which we find Bonomo acknowledging himself indebted to 
one of his friends, whom he names.”[51] 

 
21 years later, Mead’s translation was again criticized, by Dr. Joseph Adams: 
 

“Part of Bonomo's letter is next inserted, by which it appears that Mead has omitted the 
introductory and by far most important part. For in this Bonomo tells us, that he was first 
indebted to his dictionary for his knowledge that such an insect existed, and afterwards to 
his friend, Hyacyntho Cestonio, who assured him that the nurses and galley slaves extracted 
the insect from their children and each other (a minutioribms tuberculis, vel, ut vocitant, 
immaturis.)”[75] 

 
The mistakes in Mead’s English translation were pointed out again in 1976, by Professor J. R. 
Busvine:  
 

(Mead) “changes from the plural to the first person singular; and he omits to say that the 
person who actually saw the mite was 'Sig. Isaac Colonello (whom we had engaged to draw 
the figure)'.”[76] 
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The fact is, in the 1800s, when Bonomo’s letter to Redi was translated into French and German, it is 
very clear that Cestoni’s contribution to the discovery was explicitly acknowledged by Bonomo in 
the letter (see the table and figure below).  
 

Singular or plural? That’s the question! 

Comparison among the different translations of Bonomo’s letter to Redi 
Sources Paragraph I Paragraph II 

Italian original text 

Trovammo con facilità il 
Rognoso, ed interrogatolo, 
dove egli più acuto, e più 
grande provasse il prurito 

Non ci fermammo a credere, ne ci contentammo di questa 
prima veduta, ma ne facemmo molte, e diverse altre 
esperienze in diversi corpi rognosi di differente età, e 
complessione, di differente sesso, ed in differenti stagioni 
dell'anno, e sempre riconoscemmo la stessa figura de' 
Pellicelli, 

Wiktionary 

trovammo: first-person plural 
past historic of trovare (to 
find). 

fermammo: first-person plural past historic of fermare (to 
stop). 
riconoscemmo: first-person plural past historic of 
riconoscere (to recognize). 

Mead’s English 
translation[45] 

I quickly found an itchy 
person, and asking him where 
he felt the greatest and most 
acute itching 

Not satisfied with the first discovery, I repeated the search 
in several itchy persons, of different age, complexion and 
sex, and at differing seasons of the year, and in all found the 
same animals. 

Rayer’s French 
translation’s English 

translation[77] 

We then procured a patient, 
and inquired the part where 
the greatest itching existed, 

Not content with this first observation, we repeated it a 
great number of times on itchy patients of various ages, 
temperaments, and sex, and at different seasons of the year; 
we always found animals of the same shape. 

Hebra’s German 
translation’s English 

translation[78] 

We soon, therefore, found the 
patient required; who, when 
asked where he felt the most 
severe and intense itching 

We did not content ourselves with this one observation, and 
afterwards examined many cases of scabies, in patients of 
various ages and constitutions, of different sexes, and at all 
seasons of the year. We always found the same little 
animals, which existed in almost all the vesicles. 

 

 
A quadruple comparison 

From left: The original Italian letter from Bonomo to Redi is compared with its 1703 English translation by Richard 
Mead; the 1833 English translation of its French translation by Rayer; and the 1868 English translation of its German 

translation by Hebra. The portions highlighted in yellow show the key differences in the first-person singular and 
plural pronouns. 

 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/riconoscere#Italian
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Apparently, Fang’s statement that “Bonomo has been considered in the medical history the first 
person who ever identified the pathogen of a disease,” was based on the misled Brazilian 
dermatologist. 
 

3. The Believers of Conflict Thesis 
 
According to a century-old theory, science and religion are fundamentally incompatible, and the 
relationship between the two forces has been hostile and conflicting, hence the name “conflict 
thesis”[79]. Although the theory has been refuted and falsified extensively and exhaustively with 
historical facts in the circles of philosophy and history of science, there are still some people who, 
for some reason, want to believe in it. 
 
According to Dr. Marcia Ramos-e-Silva, the reason for Bonomo’s discovery being forgotten was the 
suppression by the religious force which believed in the theory of spontaneous generation: 
 

“Immediately after the letter of Bonomo and publication of Redi's book,2 the Pope's chief 
physician, Giovanni Maria Lancisi (1654-1720) began a dispute with Bonomo. Lancisi 
thought scabies had a humoral origin that preceded the proliferation of the acarus, and, 
although he recognized the presence of the parasite, he discarded it as the single cause of 
the disease. In the course of this dispute, because of Lancisi's position as the Pope's chief 
physician, the fact that he invoked the Scriptures, and the fate of previous scientists as 
Galileo; Bonomo was persuaded not to continue the debate. His discovery was then 
completely forgotten.6”[74] 

 
Again, the end note 6 refers the paper by Montesu & Cottoni. However, Dr. Ramos-e-Silva not only 
paraphrased the latter’s words, she twisted them as well. Here is what was written by the Italians: 
 

“Immediately afterward, a dispute broke out between Bonomo and Giovanni Maria Lancisi 
(1654-1720). Lancisi, the pope's chief physician, recognized the presence of the acarus but 
excluded it as the sole cause of scabies. According to Lancisi, scabies had a humoral origin 
that preceded the proliferation of the acarus. Lancisi availed himself of his authoritative 
standing and in the course of the dispute invoked the Scriptures (13.14). Mindful of the fate 
of Galileo, Bonomo was persuaded not to continue the debate. 
 
“Partly because of the difficulty of isolating the acarus, Bonomo's discovery was 
completely forgotten in the years that followed.”[36] 

 

In other words, Dr. Ramos-e-Silva, apparently on purpose, made the separated paragraphs, and 
stories, in Montesu & Cottoni’s paper, into an integral and consequential story, by deleting the key 
adverbial phrase “Partly because of the difficulty of isolating the acarus.”  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_thesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_thesis
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Condensation with a purpose 

Apparently believing the outdated “conflict thesis,” Dr. Ramos-e-Silva deleted the key words “Partly because 
of the difficulty of isolating the acarus” in Montesu & Cottoni’s paper (left) to write her own words by 

paraphrasing the latter’s other words. By doing so, Dr. Ramos-e-Silva successfully transferred the blame for 
the delayed recognition of Bonomo and Cestoni’s discovery from their own fault to the Catholic Church. 

 
The Brazilian version of the story was retold by the Chinese scifool writer Fang, an ardent believer 
in the conflict theory, faithfully: 
 

“Redi published Bonomo’s letter as a booklet, which immediately caused dispute. The major 
opponent was the Pope's chief physician Lancisi. Although Lancisi recognized the presence 
of the scabies bug, but he didn’t believe the bug was the cause of scabies, and he, based on 
literature, pointed out that body juice factor was the cause of scabies. Since the Pope’s chief 
physician had spoken, and he also invoked the Bible as his base (scabies was mentioned in 
Old Testament Leviticus), to avoid the religious persecution suffered by Bruno and Galileo, 
Bonomo stopped the debate. 
 
“23 years later, in 1710, both Bonomo and Redi had passed away, Cestoni mentioned the 
discovery of scabies bugs, but he attributed the discovery to himself, didn’t mention 
Bonomo, therefore some people suspected that Bonomo was Cestoni’s pseudonym used to 
avoid the religious persecution. 
 
“From that time on, the discovery was not mentioned by any other people and forgotten.” 

 
Obviously, neither the Brazilian dermatologist nor the Chinese scifool writer knew the content of 
the debate between Bonomo and Lancisi when they wrote their stories. As a matter of fact, the 
“biomedical expert” Fang even didn’t know that Lancisi’s name had already been translated by 
China’s medical professionals into 兰奇西 (lán qí xī)[80], which sounds very similar to Lancisi’s 

Italian pronunciation, so he translated Lancisi into 兰西西 (lán xī xī), obviously based on his limited 
knowledge in English phonetics. 
 
The fact is, Giovanni Maria Lancisi (1654-1720) was an extremely intelligent and successful 
anatomist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, urologist, and even a veterinarian[81]. The so called “Lancisi 
sign”[82] and “longitudinal striae of Lancisi”[83] were named after him. He was the first person who 
noticed the relationship between swamp and malaria, and he postulated, correctly, that mosquitoes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_thesis
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might be responsible for the transmission of the disease[81, 84]. In addition, Lancisi played an 
important role in stopping the spread of cattle plague in Europe in the 18th century[85].  
 
So, exactly what did Lancisi do to prevent one of the biggest discoveries of the age by his fellow 
countrymen from being known to the world?  
 
Based on the information available to me[28, 86], it seems that in the entire duration of the 
controversy, Lancisi was rather patient, polite, and professional, and I see no sign of him trying to 
force his idea upon Bonomo with his position or the power of the Church. On the contrary, it was 
Bonomo, or more exactly the person behind him, Cestoni, who was rather aggressive - Cestoni 
couldn’t hold his anger even 26 years later[87]. Briefly, Lancisi believed that every effect has multiple 
causes, therefore it is unlikely the mite would be responsible for all the “pellicello,” an Italian term 
for scabies, and like the latter, it was sometimes used to refer all kind of skin itching diseases. 
Further, Lancisi pointed out the fact that Bonomo failed to find the mite in all the vesicles. Finally, 
Lancisi believed that the experience acquired by a few persons could not be used to overthrow the 
knowledge and experience accumulated for many centuries. 
 
To some extent, Lancisi’s arguments are still valid today. As mentioned above, according to Koch's 
postulates, to identify a pathogen, one has to complete 4 steps: find the agent in all the diseased 
patients; isolate the agent and prepare its pure culture; inoculate the agent on healthy hosts to 
produce the same disease; isolate the agent again from the new patients. Etiologically, Bonomo and 
Cestoni’s investigation hardly completed the first step, they even didn’t demonstrate that killing the 
mite could cure scabies, or the cured patients were free of the mite. Therefore, to a person with 
professional medical training, their assertion was at most a hypothesis waiting for proof. No 
wonder the theory was not even accepted by their compatriots[88], and even Francesco Redi, the 
very person who smashed the spontaneous generation theory and published Bonomo’s letter to 
himself, seemed to have his reservation[89]. As a matter of fact, even a century after the discovery, 
some people were still refusing to accept Bonomo and Cestoni’s conclusion with a valid argument:  
 

“Although I will not deny that worms really exist in the pustules of the itch, yet their 
presence is no proof that they are to be regarded as its cause. It is quite as probable that 
they are in some way or other generated by the disease; for we find worms in ulcers and 
wounds, and yet no one would assert that these worms give rise to the ulcers.”[90] 

 
So, what about “the Scriptures” invoked by Lancisi during the debate? Well, in a letter he sent to 
Bonomo, Lancisi, besides citing other medical writers, cited many legends or stories, such as 
Egyptians believed that eating long lentil could get mange and lepra; Seneca people believed that 
certain water and drinks could make people itchy, so did the Bible prohibit the chosen people from 
eating pork[86]. Considering the fact that the Bible was cited together with many local and folk 
traditions, it is extremely overreaching to say that Lancisi was trying to silence Bonomo with the 
authority of the Church. The funny thing is, Fang, apparently not knowing which part of the Bible, 
and in what context, was invoked by Lancisi, wrote the following sentence in his article: “scabies 
was mentioned in Old Testament Leviticus.” Obviously, Fang didn’t know the fact the term scabies 
only exists in certain English versions of the Bible, in the others, it has been replaced by sore, 
plaque, and scall[91]. 
 

4. The Worshipers of Ferdinand Hebra 
 
In Fang’s article, there are more jokes which also serve as the ironclad evidences for Fang’s stealing 
from Dr. Ramos-e-Silva. Here is a paragraph written by Fang: 
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“From that time on, the discovery was not mentioned by any other people and forgotten. 
Physicians would still believe that scabies was caused by humoral factor. It was till 1834, 
when a student named Renucci re-discovered that the scabies bug is the cause of scabies, 
which aroused the interested in the medical community. In 1844, Hebra, by self-
experiments, elaborated the etiology, symptom, and treatment of the disease, which settled 
once and for all the problem of scabies. Hebra also made a eulogy of Bonomo and 
Cestoni's original research, and their names were written into history because of that. 
Bonomo has been considered in the medical history the first person who ever identified the 
pathogen of a disease, and by that time, more than 150 years had passed since his great 
discovery.”  

 
Please pay attention to the phrases and the sentence highlighted in bold. 

(1) Confusion by Insertion  
 
Fang’s above paragraph was apparently based on the following two paragraphs by Dr. Ramos-e-
Silva: 
 

“It was only in 1834, almost two centuries later, that Renucci, a young student, re-
established the fact that the acarus was the cause of scabies.14 After this, a period of intense 
investigation on scabies began, and Ferdinand Hebra (1816–1880), by particular self-
experiments, did the most to settle once and for all the problem of scabies. He published his 
views on the diagnosis, etiology, and treatment of this disease in 1844, and presented a 
eulogy of Bonomo’s and Cestoni’s work.15”[74] 
 
“……and, finally in 1927, Razzauti came across Bonomo's signed letter which had been 
preserved in the Library of Fraternità di S. Maria of Arezzo.14 Its publication that year 
proved that, in fact, the discovery of the acarian origin of scabies preceded Renucci's paper 
and its official scientific recognition by 150 years.3”[74] 
 

Although Dr. Ramos-e-Silva cited 3 references in the above two paragraphs, it is very likely that her 
writing was primarily based on the following 3 paragraphs by Montesu & Cottoni: 
 

“……But in 1834, a young student named François Simon Renucci, who had learned how to 
extract the acarus from the poor women of his native Corsica, proved its existence in Paris 
and reestablished the fact that the acarus was the cause of scabies (3,7). 

 

“A period of intensive clinical and experimental research on scabies by numerous 
investigators throughout Europe followed on Renucci's rediscovery of the Acarus scabiei. No 
one, however, did more to settle, once and for all, the various problems of scabies than 
Ferdinand Hebra (1816-80), who published his views on the diagnosis, etiology, and 
treatment of this disease in 1844 (15). 

 
“In 1925, Alberto Rezzauti came across Bonomo's signed letter which had been preserved in 
the Fraternita de Laici of Arezzo. Its publication that year proved that in fact the discovery 
of the acarian origin of scabies preceded its official scientific recognition by 150 years.”[36] 

 
The problem is, when Dr. Ramos-e-Silva paraphrased these 3 paragraphs into her two paragraphs, 
she inserted two more paragraphs, consisting of a total of 173 words, in between, all seemed to be 
from Beeson’s review:  
 

“Hebra also stated that Giovanni Cinelli Calvoli, in 1689, claimed to have seen the acarus 10 
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years before Cestoni. Calvoli declared that a certain Protasio Felice Salvetti, whom he had 
employed to make drawings, had revealed his research to Bonomo and Cestoni. Despite his 
claims to priority in the discovery of the itch mite, Calvoli, it is said, did not regard it as the 
cause of scabies.13,15 It is also claimed that, before Bonomo and Cestoni, Scaliger in 1557, 
Joubertus in 1577, Fallopius in 1584, Rondelet in 1592, Vidius in 1586, and Schenck in 1600 
knew and wrote about the acarus. Some of these authors, however, confused it with lice, 
which was not an uncommon error at that time or even later.5  
 
“Favarielle, in a thesis on scabies, written in Paris in 1805, still affirmed it was produced by 
a syphilitic or a scorbutic infection of the humors and by a degeneration of transpiration.5  
 
“It was Cumston, in 1924, who credited Bonomo for the discovery and the first description 
of Sarcoptes scabiei,5……”[74] 
 

 
Expansion with a purpose 

The 3 consecutive paragraphs in Montesu & Cottoni’s paper (left) were adopted by Dr. Ramos-e-Silva to write 
128 words which were distributed in 2 paragraphs (right, highlighted in yellow); however, Dr. Ramos-e-Silva 

inserted 173 words, all were apparently adopted from Beeson, in between.  
 

Apparently being confused by Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s insertion, which changed the context of Montesu 
& Cottoni’s paper dramatically, Fang must think that it was in 1844 and by Hebra that Bonomo’s 
discovery was “rediscovered,” so he, who is extremely proud of his elementary arithmetic 
knowledge, changed Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s “the discovery of the acarian origin of scabies preceded 
Renucci's paper and its official scientific recognition by 150 years” to his own “Bonomo has been 
considered in the medical history the first person who ever identified the pathogen of a disease, and 
by that time, more than 150 years had passed since his great discovery.” Obviously not certain 
about his own judgment, Fang used the vague phrase “more than 150 years” instead of giving an 
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exact number, 157 years. How calculating! Unfortunately, Fang’s calculation was based on a wrong 
assumption. 
 

The technique of adaptation:  
Turning other people’s writing into your own without the risk of being charged with plagiarism 

The entire paragraphs #38 and #39, plus a part of #40, in Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s paper appear to be based on the review 
written by Dr. B. Barker Beeson, published in 1927. 

Ramos-e-Silva[74] B. Barker Beeson[21] 
Hebra also stated that Giovanni Cinelli Calvoli, in 1689, 
claimed to have seen the acarus 10 years before 
Cestoni. Calvoli declared that a certain Protasio Felice 
Salvetti, whom he had employed to make drawings, had 
revealed his research to Bonomo and Cestoni. Despite 
his claims to priority in the discovery of the itch mite, 
Calvoli, it is said, did not regard it as the cause of 
scabies.13,15 
 
13 Razzauti A. Francesco Redi e la scoperta della patogenesi 
della scabbia. Riv Sci Med Nat 1927; 18:167–195. 
15 Hebra F. On the Diseases of the Skin, Including the 
Exanthemata. London: New Sydenham Society, 1868: 175–178. 
(See also Beeson5 and Montescu and Cottoni6) 

Hebra states that in 1689, Giovanni Cinelli Calvoli claimed 
to have seen Acarus ten years before Cestoni. Calvoli 
declared that a certain Protasio Felice Salvetti, whom he 
had employed to make drawings, had revealed his 
researches to Bonomo and Cestoni. Despite his claims to 
priority in the discovery of the itch mite, Calvoli, it is said, 
did not regard it as the cause of scabies. 
 

It is also claimed that, before Bonomo and Cestoni, 
Scaliger in 1557, Joubertus in 1577, Fallopius in 1584, 
Rondelet in 1592, Vidius in 1586, and Schenck in 1600 
knew and wrote about the acarus. Some of these 
authors, however, confused it with lice, which was not 
an uncommon error at that time or even later.5 
 
5 Beeson BB. Acarus scabiei. Study of its history. Arch Dermatol 
Syphilogr 1927; 16: 294–307. 

According to some, Julius Caesar Scaliger, in his work "De 
subtilitate," published at Paris in 1557, showed a good 
knowledge of the itch mite, referring to its living under the 
skin and describing its burrow. Others say that he really 
referred to the crab louse.  
Laurentius Joubertus (1577) was not only familiar with the 
mite, but also knew how to extract it. Fallopius (1584), 
Rondelet (1592) and Vidus Vidius (1586) also knew of 
Acarus, but the last two confused it with Pediculi, not an 
uncommon error then or even later. 
Fürstenberg has claimed that John Schenck, whose 
"Collection of Medical Observations" was published in 
1600, was the first author to show that the Germans were 
familiar with the itch mite and knew of its extraction. 

Favarielle, in a thesis on scabies, written in Paris in 
1805, still affirmed it was produced by a syphilitic or a 
scorbutic infection of the humors and by a degeneration 
of transpiration.5 

This reaction went so far that Favarielle, in a Paris thesis 
on scabies in 1805, affirmed that it was produced by a 
syphilitic infection or a scorbutic infection of the humors 
and by a degeneration of the transpiration. 

It was Cumston, in 1924, who credited Bonomo for the 
discovery and the first description of Sarcoptes 
scabiei,5…… 

Cumston,27 in 1924, credited Bonomo with discovering and 
first describing Acarus scabiei.  
 
27. Cumston, Charles Greene: Some Remarks on the History of the 
Discovery of the Acarus Scabiei, Brit. J. Dermat. 36:13, 1924. 

 

(2) Hebra’s Tide-turning Eulogy  
 
According to Dr. Ramos-e-Silva, in his 1844 paper, Hebra “presented a eulogy of Bonomo’s and 
Cestoni’s work.” Since Dr. Ramos-e-Silva also claims that Bonomo’s “discovery was completely 
forgotten” after his debate with Lancisi, Hebra’s eulogy must constitute the re-discovery of 
Bonomo’s work. And it must be based on such an understanding that Fang asserted that Bonomo 
had been forgotten for “more than 150 years.” 
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As I have demonstrated above, Bonomo’s discovery had never been forgotten: from the very 
beginning of its publication in 1687, it served as the guidance and inspiration for every major 
breakthrough in the etiological studies on scabies: from German Johann Ernst Wichmann to English 
Joseph Adams to French Jean-Chrysanthe Galès. So, even though Dr. Hebra indeed eulogized 
Bonomo and Cestoni in 1844, what kind of difference would it have made? On the other hand, the 
paper, entitled either “Ueber die Krätze”[92], or “Über Diagnose, Aetiologie und Therapie der 
Krätze”[24], depending on to whom you listen, was published in an obscure journal “Medizinische 
Jahrbücher” and in German, and it seems that there are few people in the world who have ever read 
it – I myself tried to retrieve the paper via the Interlibrary loan system, but failed. What’s even more 
bizarre is that Dr. Ramos-e-Silva cited 15 references, but she didn’t list this important one on her 
reference list. That being said, Dr. Hebra’s eulogy of Bonomo and Cestoni in the 1860s had indeed 
consolidated their status, mainly because of Hebra’s own status in the dermatology community. 
 
The question is: where did Dr. Ramos-e-Silva get her idea which misled her Chinese disciple Fang? 
A plausible answer to the question is in the next paragraph she paraphrased from Beeson: 
 

“It was Cumston, in 1924, who credited Bonomo for the discovery and first description of 
Sarcoptes scabiei,5……”[74] 

 
Here is what Beeson wrote: 
 

“Cumston,27 in 1924, credited Bonomo with discovering and first describing Acarus scabiei. 
In his opinion, Alibert and his eminent opponents would have avoided twenty-two years of 
labor and discussion had they known the history of cutaneous pathology.”[21] 
 

Since Bonomo and Cestoni were completely forgotten before Hebra made his eulogy in 1844, and it 
took another 80 years for another person to recognize their discovery, then Hebra’s eulogy must be 
of the paramount importance.  
 
Of course, the presumption on which the entire argument was based is false. Charles Greene 
Cumston, a Swiss “Lecturer on the History of Medicine and Medical Philosophy in the University of 
Geneva,” and the “President-elect Vth International Congress of the History of Medicine,” must have 
not read Galès’ thesis, therefore he made a wrong assumption that the French group didn’t know 
the Italian discovery. As mentioned above, Galès translated the entire letter of Bonomo’s from Latin 
to French, and the purpose of his research was to make sure whether the theory proposed by the 
Italian was right.  
 
Dr. Cumston’s ignorance in entomology in general, and in itch mite in particular, was crudely 
ridiculed by Dr. George Pernet, a “Consulting Dermatologist and late Lecturer on Dermatology in 
the Post-Graduate Medical College”: 
 

“In his ‘Remarks on the History of the Discovery of the Acarus scabiei’ (Brit. Journ. of 
Dermatology, 1924, p. 13), Dr. Cumston, of Geneva, states that the description of the 
parasite by Galès (1812) was ‘very exact, since he had counted six pairs of legs and 
distinguished the male from the female.’ Now six pairs of legs would make a total of twelve 
legs, which is absurd, as Euclid would have said, for every dermatologist knows that the 
adult Acarus never exhibits more than four pairs of legs—that is, eight legs in all. 
 
“Dr. Cumston then quotes old Richard Mead, who described six legs. This would apply to the 
larval stage before the creature developed into a small female-like nymph; and later into 
adult males and females with eight legs. Strictly speaking the acarus is an arachnid, not an 
insect.”[50] 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00105-008-1638-4
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Therefore, it is really absurd for anyone to cite Cumston’s paper to demonstrate anything - except 
for that the discovery by Bonomo and Cestoni was “completely forgotten for about 150 years,” 
which, of course, is a false statement, and it does need the supports from false evidences.  
 

(3) Hebra’s Particular “Self-experiments” 
 
When Dr. Ramos-e-Silva praised Ferdinand Hebra by saying that he “did the most to settle once and 
for all the problem of scabies” “by particular self-experiments” introduced in a paper published in 
1844, along with his “eulogy of Bonomo’s and Cestoni’s work,” she gave the following references: 
 

“15 Hebra F. On the Diseases of the Skin, Including the Exanthemata. London: New 
Sydenham Society, 1868: 175–178. (See also Beeson5 and Montescu and Cottoni6)”[74] 

 
The problem is, none of these cited references had said that Hebra performed self-experiments. Of 
course, “Montescu” and Cottoni didn’t say that (see the quoted paragraphs above), neither did 
Beeson, nor did Hebra himself. Here is what Beeson wrote: 
 

“Hebra contributed an accurate article on the itch and its parasite in 1844. He described the 
gallery in detail, and concluded that if there was no Acarus, there was no itch. He 
maintained that the disorder was transmitted by the scratching of the patient, thus opening 
up the burrows and transferring the mites on the finger-nails, either to another person or to 
a different portion of his own body.”[21]  

 
In the second volume of his monumental On Diseases of the Skin, its English translation was 
published in 1868, Hebra did repeatedly mention his paper published in 1844, he even reiterated 
what he did back then: by using different ways of treatment, he demonstrated that scabies is a local 
infection, even though the itching is systemic[93]; however, he never said that he had conducted 
“self-experiments,” which, according to my, as well as Fang’s, understanding, means using himself 
as an experimental material, such as a host for inoculation. The only possible source of Dr. Ramos-e-
Silva’s statement seems to be the following paragraph in Hebra’s book: 
 

“Unfortunately, however, I have not as yet been able to discover, along the numerous 
substances with which I have myself experimented, or in any of those recommended by 
other writers, a remedy which completely satisfies these conditions. I must, therefore, 
content myself with enumerating the medicinal agents and plans of treatment which 
approach most nearly to what is required.”[94] 

 
Obviously, in the paragraph, Dr. Hebra was the subject, rather than an object, of the experiments. 
 
On the other hand, the so called “self-experiments” had been conducted many times before 1844: in 
1791, German Wichmann described that two of his friends inoculated the itch mite on 
themselves[95]. As already mentioned above, in 1801, English physician Joseph Adams inoculated 
himself with the mite[52]. Also as mentioned already, French Albin Gras conducted self-experiment 
in 1834[72]. Therefore, had Hebra indeed conducted “self-experiments,” their “particularity” must be 
very limited, God knows how could these “self-experiments……settle once and for all the problem 
of scabies.”  
 

(4) Hebra’s Ultimate “Settlement” 
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Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s statement that Ferdinand Hebra “did the most to settle once and for all the 
problem of scabies” was indeed based on what was said by Montesu and Cottoni:  
 

“No one, however, did more to settle, once and for all, the various problems of scabies than 
Ferdinand Hebra (1816-80), who published his views on the diagnosis, etiology, and 
treatment of this disease in 1844 (15).”[36]  

 
The reference #15 is Hebra’s book published in 1868. However, it seems to me that Dr. Hebra didn’t 
say anything remotely like that. As a matter of fact, he stated explicitly that many progresses had 
been made by himself and other people after 1844: 
 

“My own views with reference to the diagnosis, etiology, and treatment of scabies were first 
published in the year 1844.1 Since that time I have repeatedly had occasion to write upon 
this subject, and I would especially direct the attention of my readers to a paper which 
appeared in 1852,2 and in which I first made known in Germany the existence of a peculiar 
form of the disease, termed by me the ‘Scabies Norvegica (Norwegische Krätze).’ 
 
“Soon afterwards the accuracy of my statements was confirmed, from their own 
observations, by several writers (Fuchs, of Gottingen, Bamberger, of Wiirzburg, and, lastly, 
Gumpert, of Wiirzburg, and Kohn, of Bonn); and the writers last named collected together 
the scattered notices of this affection which had then been published and laid them before 
the profession in a separate work. 
 
“Most valuable papers on scabies have also been recently published by Reinhardt, 
Lanquetin, Leydig, and Rudolph Bergh (of Copenhagen). To the writer last named must be 
especially attributed the credit of having shown that the male acarus is present in much 
larger numbers than had been supposed. Karl Seggel also, and M. H. F. Fürstenberg, have 
lately written on the subject of scabies. The work of Fürstenberg upon the acarus may, 
indeed, be said to be unique. One does not know which to admire more, the 
comprehensiveness and solidity of the observations contained in it, or the indefatigable 
industry and fidelity of the author.”[97]  

 
As a matter of fact, Hebra complained that as late as 1863, Marie-Guillaume-Alphonse Devergie 
(1798-1879), a prominent dermatology professor at the University of Paris, still believed that 
“scabies may be a spontaneous disease.”[98] So much for “settling, once and for all, the various 
problems of scabies” in 1844! 
 
On the other hand, I have failed to find such lavish eulogy of Hebra on his scabies research by his 
contemporaries and the nearest generations. For example, in a book about scabies, Krätze und 
Räude by Andreas Christian Gerlach, published in 1857 in Berlin, Hebra’s name was only connected 
to the discovery of the Norwegian scabies[99]. Similarly, Sir Erasmus Wilson (1809-1884) never 
mentioned Hebra’s name in his On Diseases of the Skin published in 1847; and in the later editions, 
he did mention Hebra’s name, however, these mentioning were not about what Hebra did “to settle 
once and for all the problem of scabies,” but rather about his work on the identification of the 
Norwegian scabies and the treatment of the common scabies[100]. Also, in Dr. Henry Weightman 
Stelwagon’s Treatise on Diseases of the Skin[101], Hebra’s name was mentioned about 50 times, but 
none of them were connected to his research on scabies.  
 
Nonetheless, the following statement, made by Dr. Moriz Kaposi, Hebra’s colleague at the Vienna 
University, somewhat resembles the statement by Montesu and Cottoni, as well as the one by 
Ramos-e-Silva: 
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“But Hebra’s classical work (1844), ‘Ueber Diagnose, Aetiologie und Therapie der Krätze,’ 
finally placed the subject on the solid foundation of clinical and experimental facts.”[24]  

 
I do believe that the assessment is more accurate and objective, and I don’t think “finally placed the 
subject on the solid foundation of clinical and experimental facts” equals to “did the most to settle 
once and for all the problem of scabies.” 
 
I have also found the following passages in a review published in 1920 in Parasitology: 
 

“This was the condition of things when in 1843 Bourguignon, who was at the Veterinary 
College at Alfort under Prof. Delafond, undertook his admirable study of human scabies. He 
handed in his Trailé entomologique in 1846, but it was not published till 1852. Meanwhile 
Hebra was at work in Vienna, and Eichstedt in Germany. Bourguignon does not seem to 
have known of Eichstedt's work, which included a remarkably fine study of the galleries of 
Sarcoptes, the arrangement of the eggs in them, the phenomena of moulting etc., but he had 
some acquaintance with Hebra's investigations, and questions of priority arose in 1845 
between Hebra and Bourguignon. Of this period also is the work by Gurlt and Hertwig on 
human scabies (1844). 

 
“……Gerlach published his Krätze und Räude in 1857; Furstenberg his Kräitzmilben der 
Menschen und Thiere in 1861; and Delafond and Bourguignon their Traité pratique in 1862. 

 
“The fine works of Bourguignon, Gerlach and Furstenberg are generally regarded as the 
classical publications on this subject, and deserve a special notice. They present a 
remarkable variety of style and outlook.”[102] 

 

Conclusions 
 
Fang Zhouzi’s anti-Han Han article A Dispute Caused by a Parasite was almost completely translated, 
without any attribution, from the paper by Brazilian dermatologist Dr. Ramos-e-Silva. Besides 
systematic similarities, Fang duplicated in his article several key mistakes or dubious assertions 
made by Dr. Ramos-e-Silva, which serve as the ironclad evidence for his stealing, as Fang said in 
1999: 
 

“The U.S. court convicts plagiarism using ironclad evidences: the original author’s technical 
mistakes, such as citation errors, typos, are made by plagiarists. So some publishers leave 
some small errors on purpose in their publications for the evidence to accuse other people’s 
plagiarism.”[103] 

 
Although Dr. Ramos-e-Silva’s mistakes are not technical, they are, at least some of them, unique. In 
addition, Fang, who had neither training nor knowledge in the history of science or medicine, has a 
decades-long plagiarist history, which could also be used as the indirect evidence for his stealing in 
the court of law.  As a matter of fact, minutes after Fang posted his article on Weibo, people began to 
accuse him of plagiarism, simply based on his “reputation” as China’s most celebrated plagiarist: 
 

“Where did you plagiarize this article?”[104] 
 
“Is this article by Fang Zhouzi a plagiarism also? There is not a single note and citation 
whatsoever.”[105] 
 
“You have plagiarized again. When will you clarify your own problems? For your own 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00105-008-1638-4
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interest, you even don’t care about your wife, sickening.”[106] 
 
“Just plagiarized another article?”[107] 
 
“It’s plagiarism!!!!”[108] 
 
“Faint, even in a plagiarized article [you] could not forget about Han Han.”[109] 
 
“Is it a plagiarism, Fang Zhouzi?”[110] 

 
Eight months ago, when I started studying the Hanly War, I found the above evidence and reported 
my finding to Xinhua Daily Telegraph[111], the very newspaper which published the stolen article. 
However, like my other 7 complaint reports sent to them[112], not only has it been ignored by the 
newspaper completely, it has been invisible to Fang Zhouzi too. Apparently, to some media and 
institutions, plagiarism is tolerable or acceptable, and the John Maddox Prize winner Fang simply 
lives on stealing.  
 
The fact is, what Fang has been doing in China is much worse than stealing: by semi-selective and 
semi-blind stealing, Fang uses public platforms to advance his personal and evil agenda, such as 
attacking his personal enemies and promoting the interests of his sponsors, in the name of science 
popularization and fraud fighting, which does nothing but destroy the reputation of science and the 
creditability of other people’s authentic anti-fraud efforts. Ironically, Fang’s evildoings have been 
hailed and acclaimed by some leading science media in the West, such as Science magazine and 
journal Nature, which does make us wonder: 

Why? 
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Appendix: Fang’s A Dispute Caused by a Parasite and his sources of stealing 
 

Fang’s A Dispute Caused by a Parasite and his sources of stealing 
Note: the complete article by Fang is retrieved from xinhuanet.com/mrdx, listed and translated in its entirety. The text in the Sources column is from the online 

version of Ramos-e-Silva’s GIOVAN COSIMO BONOMO (1663-1696): Discoverer of the etiology of scabies, unless otherwise noted. 
Fang’s article 

Sources 
Original Chinese The English translation 

近日由于对署名韩寒的作品是否别人

代笔的争议，一种有传染性的皮肤病

传遍了微博和网上论坛。韩寒在

1999 年提交首届新概念作文大赛的

文章之一《求医》据称是根据他当时

在学校被传染上疥疮，到医院看病的

经历写成，但是许多医生看了这篇文

章之后，一致认为根据文中对疾病症

状的描述，写的不是疥疮。疥疮是由

于疥虫寄生在人体引起的，疥虫钻入

皮肤，在皮肤中间穿行打隧道、产

卵，引起过敏反应，导致皮疹、瘙

痒。疥疮的瘙痒局限于手、腕、腹

部、阴部等特定部位，痒处会有皮

损，包括皮疹、小水疱或结痂。所以

要指出哪里痒，是很容易的，而不是

像文中所述无法向医生指出痒在何

处，而一痒起来又是全身无处不痒。

《求医》描述的是其他因素(例如肝

炎)引起的皮肤瘙痒。 

In recent days, because of the controversy about 
whether Han Han’s articles were ghostwritten, an 
infectious skin disease became well-known on Weibo 
and forums on the internet. It is said that one of the 
essays Han Han submitted to the inaugural New Concept 
Writing Competition, Seeing a Doctor, was based on his 
personal experience with seeing a doctor for the 
treatment of the scabies he got in his school. However, 
after reading the essay, many physicians unanimously 
believe that the symptom described in the essay is not 
scabies. Scabies is caused by scabies bug which 
parasitizes in human body, the scabies bug drills into 
the skin, making tunnels while walking inside, and 
laying eggs, which induces allergic reactions, resulting in 
skin rash and itching. The itching caused by scabies is 
limited to special areas such as hands, wrists, abdomen, 
genitals, and there will be skin damages in the itching 
areas,  including rashes, small blisters, or scabs. 
Therefore, it is very easy to pinpoint where the itching is 
located, rather than like what was described in the essay 
that the patient was unable to tell his doctor where the 
itching was, and once the itching started, it occurred 
everywhere. The skin itch described in Seeing a Doctor 
is caused by other factors, such as hepatitis. 

 

疥疮这种病当然是古已有之，中外古

代医学文献都有记载。但是古人并不

知道它是由寄生虫引起的，而认为是

身体自身因素导致的。中国传统医学

认为疥疮是由皮肤受风邪热气所致，

而西方传统医学则认为疥疮是因为体

液失衡、血液败坏或体液发酵导致。

古代西方医生有的已认识到这是一种

传染病，但也认为是由于患者体液或

发酵的蒸发物传染所致。 

Of course the scabies disease has existed since the 
ancient time, which was recorded in the medical 
literatures at all times and in all lands. However, the 
ancient people didn’t know the disease is caused by a 
parasite, they thought it was induced by the body’s own 
factors. Traditional Chinese medicine believed that 
scabies was caused by pathogenic wind and heat, and 
the western traditional medicine believed that scabies 
was induced by the imbalanced body juices, corrupted, 
or pungent ferment. Some ancient western physicians 
realized that scabies is contagious; however, they also 

 
 
 
 
 
Although its agent was not recognized and its cause was 
attributed to a humoral factor, scabies was probably already 
known by Aristotle (384–322 BCE), …… 
Galen (129–200) attributed it to ‘‘melancholic juices,’’ Avicenna 
(980–1037) to ‘‘corrupt blood,’’ and Velamonte to ‘‘pungent 
ferment.’’ Those who recognized its contagiousness explained it 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/mrdx/2012-02/10/c_131401579.htm
http://www.dermato.med.br/hds/bibliography/1998giovan-cosimo-bonomo.htm
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believed the contagiousness was the effect of the 
humors and ferments evaporating from the body. 

as the effect of the humors and ferments evaporating from the 
body.6 

疥虫非常小，体长不到 1 毫米，肉

眼几乎看不到，但是某些细致的古代

医生还是能在疥疮患者的水疱里看到

细小的虫子。但是他们并没有顺理成

章地推测这些小虫子就是疥疮的病

因，反而认为是先生了疥疮，再从腐

烂的皮肤生出虫子。 

The scabies bug is very small, its body length is less than 
1 millimeter, hardly visible with naked eyes, but some 
careful ancient physicians were still able to see the tiny 
bug in the blisters of the scabies patients. However, 
these physicians didn’t conjecture naturally that the tiny 
bug is the causing agent of the disease; rather, they 
thought the bug was generated from the corrupted flesh 
caused by the scabies. 

In the twelfth century, Saint Hildegard (1098–1179), 
Abbess of the Rupertsberg Convent, near Bingen, wrote a book 
named Physika, which includes the first actual reference to Acarus 
scabiei, and Avenzoar (1091–1162), a Moorish physician 
practicing in Spain, described what would seem to be the mite, 
but did not relate it to the itch.5,6 
Although the mite was known long before Bonomo described it, 
as is widely documented, it was not considered to be the cause of 
the disease; which was believed to be of humoral nature. 

这是因为在古代人们普遍相信虫子这

种小生物是从腐败的东西自然而然生

出来的，也就是所谓自发发生说。例

如，腐烂的肉会变出苍蝇和蛆，朽木

会自己长出，汗会生出虱子，海底的

烂泥会生出鱼，地里的烂泥会生出青

蛙和老鼠…… 

The reason for that is because the ancient people 
believed that the small organisms like insects were 
generated from rotten matters naturally, which is so 
called spontaneous generation theory. For example, flies 
and maggots were generated from rotten meat, moths 
were generated from dead wood, lice from sweat, fish 
from the slush on the sea floor, and the frogs and mice 
from the mud in the land…… 

During this period, there was no doubt about the doctrine of 
spontaneous generation. It was accepted, since the time of 
Aristotle, that lice originated from meat, fleas from filth, and 
moths from wool, and the presence of acari on the skin of scabies 
patients was considered to be proof of the corruption of the flesh 
and blood caused by internal ailments.3,6 
 

不仅一般人这么想，科学家也这么认

为。17 世纪西方某位化学家就这么

指导人们怎么造出老鼠：把汗湿透了

的内衣和麦子一起放到罐中，不加盖

放三七二十一天，等汗发酵了，恶臭

渗透进了麦子，麦子就会变成老鼠! 

到了 1668 年，意大利医生雷第才开

始想到要做个实验看看肉是否能自发

变成蛆。他的实验很简单，把肉放在

开口的罐子里，过一段时间就会长出

蛆，要是把罐口用纱布罩上，外面的

苍蝇没法进去产卵，肉再怎么烂也长

不出蛆来。 

It was not only believed by the general public, but also 
by scientists. In the 17th century, a western chemist 
instructed other people how to make mice: mix a piece 
of underwear soaked with sweat and wheat together, 
left uncovered for 21 days, when the sweat fermented, 
and the stench permeated the wheat, then the wheat 
became mice! It was not until 1668 when Italian 
physician Redi began to think that an experiment was 
needed to see whether the meat could generate maggots 
spontaneously. His experiment was very simple: if the 
meat was left in an uncovered jar, the maggots would 
arise spontaneously; however, if the jar was covered by 
cheesecloth, no maggots would appear no matter how 
putrid the meat became. 

The last great proponent, as experimentation began to transform 
science, was Jan Baptist van Helmont (1580–1644). ……His notes 
also describe a recipe for mice (a piece of soiled cloth plus wheat 
for 21 days) and scorpions (basil, placed between two bricks and 
left in sunlight). His notes suggest he may even have done these 
things.  
 
Francisco Redi (c1626-1697) demonstrated in 1668 that maggots 
did not, contrary to Aristotle, arise spontaneously, but from eggs 
laid by adult flies. Meat covered so that the flies could not reach it 
was free of maggots, while meat that flies could reach developed 
them. 
【Note: the two paragraphs are from  Dr. John S. Wilkins’ article 
“Spontaneous Generation and the Origin of Life,” originally 
published online in 2004, and was stolen by Fang to write his 
article “Major Controversy in science: Could Life Originate 
Spontaneously?” published in Economic Observer on August 31, 
Sept. 14, and Sept. 21, 2009. The current version of Dr. John S. 
Wilkins’ article has been modified since the plagiarism was 
discovered in 2011[113].】 
 
Using the empirical method, Francesco Redi (1626–1698) 
antagonized the spontaneous generation theory by 
demonstrating that flies only appeared on putrid flesh if other 

mailto:john@wilkins.id.au
http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/abioprob/spontaneous-generation.html
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flies had previously deposited their eggs. 

雷第的实验首次挑战了自发发生说。

受他的影响，医生博诺莫和药剂师塞

斯托尼从一个新的角度研究疥疮的病

因。1687 年，博诺莫写信向雷第报

告他在塞斯托尼的帮助下做出的发

现。博诺莫从几名疥疮患者的患处剥

下皮肤，用显微镜观察，看到了疥

虫。更重要的是，有一次他还在显微

镜下看到了有一只母疥虫正在产卵，

由此知道了疥虫卵是什么样子，之后

就经常在疥疮病人身上发现虫卵。那

么结论就很显然了，疥虫不是从腐败

的皮肤自发生出的，而是从虫卵生出

的，而且经由雌雄交配才会产卵，虽

然博诺莫承认，他没法分辨疥虫的性

别。 

Redi’s experiment challenged the spontaneous 
generation theory for the first time. Influenced by him, 
physician Bonomo and pharmacist Cestoni studied the 
cause of scabies from a new angle. In 1687, Bonomo 
wrote a letter to Redi reporting the discovery he made 
with the help of Cestoni. Bonomo peeled off the skins 
from the infected areas in several scabies patients, and 
then he watched them under a microscope, and he 
found the scabies bugs. What even more important was, 
he had observed under the microscope a female scabies 
bug was laying an egg, therefore he knew what a scabies 
egg looked like, and since then, he had often found the 
eggs on the scabies patients. So, the conclusion was very 
obvious: the scabies bugs were not generated 
spontaneously from the corrupted skin, but rather from 
the eggs, and the eggs were only produced by mating of 
male and female, although Bonomo admitted that he 
could not differentiate the sex of the scabies bugs. 

Redi was the chief physician of Grand Duke Cosimo III, and leader 
of one of the schools of thought of that time. He and Giovan 
Cosimo Bonomo, a young naval physician, were regular visitors of 
Diacinto Cestoni’s pharmacy, in Livorno, a meeting place for men 
of letters and science.6 
“Not satisfied with the first discovery, I repeated the search in 
several itchy persons, of different age, complexion and sex, and at 
different seasons of the year, and in all found the same animals; 
and that in most of the watery pustules, for now and then in some 
few, I could not see any.”   
From what Bonomo wrote in these two last paragraphs he 
actually saw a female laying an egg and stated that reproduction 
was carried out by the mating of a male and a female, although he 
could not see their sexual differences. He was much ahead of his 
time because spontaneous generation was the prevailing theory. 

博诺莫进而指出，此前关于疥疮是由

于体液腐败、发酵等因素导致的说法

是错误的，而是由于寄生虫入侵皮肤

引起疥疮。博诺莫还注意到，疥虫很

容易附着在床单、毛巾、手套等物体

上，而且能在体外生存两、三天，由

此又推测疥疮是通过疥虫传染的。最

后，博诺莫建议疥疮要用外涂硫黄等

药物的方法治疗，而且要涂上两、三

天才能保证把新从虫卵生出的疥虫也

都杀死。至于口服药物，博诺莫认为

没有效果。 

Bonomo further pointed out that the previous theories 
about scabies, such as humoral corruption and 
fermentation, were wrong; the scabies was caused by 
the infection of skin by parasites. Bonomo also noticed 
that the scabies bugs were very easy to stick to objects 
such as bed sheets, towels, and gloves; and they could 
live out of body for 2 or 3 days. Based on these 
discoveries, Bonomo conjectured that the scabies was 
transmitted by scabies bugs. Finally, Bonomo suggested 
that scabies could be treated by the use of local 
application of sulphur and other drugs, and the drug 
should be applied for 2 to 3 days so that the new born 
bugs from the eggs would be killed. Bonomo believed 
that internal drugs were not effective. 

At this point Bonomo disagreed with the humoral and 
spontaneous generation theory accepted at that time and stated 
that the passage and biting of the skin by the acarus was the 
cause of the pruritus.  
In his letter Bonomo stated that Sarcoptes scabiei could be 
transmitted by direct contact, and that it sticked to almost 
everything, so transmission also occur through clothes and other 
fomites. In his experiments he also observed that the mite could 
live out of the body for some days. To finish his so complete and 
exciting observations Bonomo suggested that the cure of the itch 
could be accomplished by the use of local therapy, as sulphur, 
which is used until now. He stated that internal drugs were not 
effective and local treatment had to go on for two or three more 
days after the cure of the itch. This time would be necessary to 
prevent relapses because of the presence of eggs that, after 
hatching, could then start a new biological cycle of the parasite. 

雷第将博诺莫的信印成小册子发表，

立即引起了争议。主要的反对者是教

皇的御医兰西西。兰西西虽然承认疥

虫的存在，但是不相信它是疥疮的病

因，而是引经据典地指出体液因素才

是疥疮的病因。既然教皇的御医开了

金口，而且还引用基督教《圣经》作

为依据(《旧约•利未记》曾提到疥

Redi published Bonomo’s letter as a booklet, which 
immediately caused dispute. The major opponent was 
the Pope's chief physician Lancisi. Although Lancisi 
recognized the presence of the scabies bug, but he didn’t 
believe the bug was the cause of scabies, and he, based 
on literature, pointed out that humoral factor was the 
cause of scabies. Since the Pope’s Chief physician had 
spoken, and he also invoked the Bible as his base 

Immediately after the letter of Bonomo and publication of Redi's 
book,2 the Pope's chief physician, Giovanni Maria Lancisi (1654-
1720) began a dispute with Bonomo. Lancisi thought scabies had 
a humoral origin that preceded the proliferation of the acarus, 
and, although he recognized the presence of the parasite, he 
discarded it as the single cause of the disease. In the course of this 
dispute, because of Lancisi's position as the Pope's chief 
physician, the fact that he invoked the Scriptures, and the fate of 
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疮)，为了避免像布鲁诺、伽利略那

样受到宗教迫害，博诺莫就没有争论

下去。 

(scabies was mentioned in Old Testament Leviticus), to 
avoid the religious persecution suffered by Bruno and 
Galileo, Bonomo stopped the debate. 

previous scientists as Galileo; Bonomo was persuaded not to 
continue the debate.  

23 年后，到了 1710 年，博诺莫和

雷第都已去世，塞斯托尼在一封信中

才重提对疥虫的发现，但是把这个发

现归于自己的名下，没有提及博诺

莫，以致有人怀疑博诺莫其实是塞斯

托尼为了免受宗教迫害用的化名。 

23 years later, in 1710, both Bonomo and Redi had 
passed away, Cestoni mentioned the discovery of 
scabies bugs, but he attributed the discovery to himself, 
didn’t mention Bonomo, therefore some people 
suspected that Bonomo was Cestoni’s pseudonym used 
to avoid the religious persecution. 
 

Raspail stated that Cestoni, a pharmacist of Livorno, Italy, wrote a 
letter to the celebrated Italian naturalist, Francesco Redi, in 1687, 
under the pseudonym of Giovan Cosimo Bonomo because he 
feared persecution, since his ideas related to scabies were 
opposed to the spontaneous generation theories.5 In January 15, 
1710, thus twenty three years after Bonomo had written his 
experiences to Redi, Cestoni wrote a letter to Antonio Vallisnieri, 
repudiating the original one and claiming the entire credit for the 
discovery of acarus, which appeared just under Bonomo's name, 
for himself.13 

从那以后，这个发现就没人提及，被

人遗忘。医生们仍然相信疥疮是体液

因素导致的。直到 1834，一名叫里

努奇的学生重新发现了疥虫是疥疮的

病因，才引起了医学界对此的兴趣。

1844 年，希伯拉通过在自己身上做

实验，详细地阐明了疥疮的病因、症

状和治疗方法，终结了关于疥疮的争

论。希伯拉还赞扬了博诺莫和塞斯托

尼的开创性研究，他们的名字因此载

入史册。博诺莫被认为是人类医学史

上首次确定一种疾病的正确病因的第

一人，此时距离他的伟大发现已经过

了 150 多年。 

From that time on, the discovery was not mentioned by 
any other people and forgotten. Physicians would still 
believe that scabies was caused by humoral factor. It 
was till 1834, when a student named Renucci re-
discovered that the scabies bug is the cause of scabies, 
which aroused the interested in the medical community. 
In 1844, Hebra, by self-experiments, elaborated the 
etiology, symptom, and treatment of the disease, which 
settled once and for all the problem of scabies. Hebra 
also made a eulogy of Bonomo and Cestoni's original 
research, and their names were written into history 
because of that. Bonomo has been considered in the 
medical history the first person who ever identified the 
pathogen of a disease, and by that time, more than 150 
years had passed since his great discovery. 

His discovery was then completely forgotten.6 …… 
It was only in 1834, almost two centuries later, that Renucci, a 
young student, re-established the fact that the acarus was the 
cause of scabies.15 After this, a period of intense investigations on 
scabies began, and Ferdinand Hebra (1816-80), by particular self-
experiments, was the one that did the most to settle once and for 
all the problem of scabies. He published his views on diagnosis, 
etiology, and treatment of this disease in 1844 and made an 
eulogy of Bonomo's and Cestoni's work.16  
It was Cumston, in 1924, who credited Bonomo for the discovery 
and first description of Sarcoptes scabiei,5 and, finally in 1927, 
Razzauti came across Bonomo's signed letter which had been 
preserved in the Library of Fraternità di S. Maria of Arezzo.14 Its 
publication that year proved that, in fact, the discovery of the 
acarian origin of scabies preceded Renucci's paper and its official 
scientific recognition by 150 years.3 

要改变人们的传统思想是很难的。如

此简单明了的一个科学发现尚且要过

了这么长的时间才能获得人们的认

可，何况其他更为复杂难解的争端。 

It is very difficult to change people’s traditional thinking. 
Even such a simple scientific discovery needed such a 
long time to be recognized, let alone the more 
complicated controversies. 
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